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Welcome to The Startup Leadership Program! 
You’re at the start of an exciting learning journey.

This handbook is a guide to the peer-led  
learning sessions you’ll be attending (and leading)  
throughout the year. Please take some time to  
read this introduction, which gives you hints on  
how to use the rest of the handbook.

At the start of the year you’ll choose to be class 
CEO (or joint CEO) for one session, meaning you 
are responsible for preparing that class, delivering it 
and writing it up online. To support the process, this 
handbook collects together guidance, suggestions 
and strategies that have worked well for past CEOs.

Because they come out of individual experience, the 
plans you’ll find here vary in approach. Some of them 
are comprehensive, created to support the CEO 
who has a lot to do and perhaps little experience of 
running learning sessions. Others (especially in the 
second half of the course) assume that you are now 
familiar with the basics; these are less detailed and 
more flexible. Some are examples of a very specific 
interpretation of a session, where you might choose 
to take a different angle. Some plans have sample 
emails and these vary in the degree of formality they 
employ. Choose the style you like best. Everything 
here is a blueprint to build on – and definitely not  
a straitjacket.

For individual sessions 
At the risk of being somewhat obvious, in this  
guide the most important document for each 
individual session is titled ‘READ THIS FIRST’.

Welcome

Steven Hess
Trustee and Program Lead

stevhes@gmail.com

Classes normally start with SLP 
updates and/or Fellows recommending 
books they have read. Most of the 
session plans given here take this for 
granted and make no mention of it.

Other Fellows are asked to complete 
an evaluation of your session. We 
use typeform and look at overall 
impressions, quality of materials and  
an assessment of what fellows learned.

After each session, the class CEO 
produces a reflective online write-
up. You can find past write-ups, 
from which this handbook has been 
partly developed, at http://www.
startupleadership.co.uk/

Other Fellows are asked to complete 
an evaluation of your session and 
the link for this is at https://borven.
typeform.com/report/I54IZ4/
VuoJ1iR6aXEEKUYi THIS NEEDS 
UPDATING

Recording 
Notes for some sessions refer to use of 
Zoom, Skype or another conferencing 
platform. Fellows may join a session 
via conference when necessary, but 
the preferred teaching mode is always 
face to face and sessions should be 
planned with this in mind. If you need 
to use Zoom, the link is https://zoom.
us/j/6633972029

Printed materials
If you plan to use printed handouts 
during your session, think carefully 
about when to give them out. The 
obvious time seems to be as the 

group enters the room – but if you do 
this, many people will start reading 
the material straight away (and in the 
process, will switch off from whatever 
you are trying to tell them). Ideally, get 
any important spoken instructions over 
with before you give them the printed 
stuff, and only hand this out when you 
want them to use it. For accessible 
design options, try Canva.  
https://www.canva.com/

Lastly, thanks to our sponsors Deloitte, 
Approved Accounting and Shoosmiths, 
Joysy John my fellow trustee and Wen 
Chen SLP Co program lead, without 
whom we could not run this program.  
A big shout out to the following SLP 
Fellows, whose write-ups here and 
online have greatly contributed to  
this guide:
 
Zayne Abudaka, Luca Amaduzzi, 
Johann Bomman, Ivelina Delcheva,
Max Desiatov, Virginia Dooley, Dom 
Fennell, Stacie Graham,Gautam  
Kumar, Laurel Lau, Sam Meikle,  
Rumbi Pfende, Krithika Radhakrishnan, 
Claire Rampen, Samuel Rason, Rafael 
Samuel-Lajeunesse, Rob Smith

Enjoy your program, it should be a truly 
modern learning experience - fantastic 
and fun,  interactive and immersive,  
challenging and collaborative... 
welcome to SLP and your 
entrepreneurial learning experience.

If you would like to use any of this 
material please get in touch with the 
program team to discuss your aims  
and how SLP could support you.

Some things, however, 
are essential for every 
class and there’s a CEO 
checklist for these at:

https://docs.google.com/
forms/d/ /1FAIpQLS-
fRqB1ioeytFp_m2oMEw-
FkErZwTCsDLRjIkhiPvJ_
Jv2iWxWg/viewformw
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Class 1: E-Journeys
Read this first

Class 1: 
E-Journeys

Before the session
• Make sure everyone’s slides are all loaded and ready 

to go, and that everybody is lined up (with clickers, 
if available)

During the session
• Be vigilant about people going over time
• Take photos and notes where these will help  

you with the write-up on social media/LinkedIn

After the session
• At the end of the class, the Programme Team will 

wrap up by thanking all the Fellows. If you have 
time, it’s a great idea to ask each Fellow for one 
thought or take-away from the session. This helps 
consolidate learning and builds the community

• Write up the class (see details in the introduction  
of this handbook). The write-up is a short overview 
of your experience of running the class: how you  
ran it, what you learned, what worked really well 
and any tips for the next class CEO 

During this 3-hour session Fellows will:
• Meet the other Fellows in their cohort
• Deliver a presentation of their entrepreneurial 

journey
• Find out about other Fellows’ startups
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Our first class will be an exciting 
evening event. You’ll have a great 
opportunity to get to know the  
other Fellows and find out about  
their startups.

What you need to do/ 
know beforehand
• Make sure you have paid your 

registration fees before this  
first class

• Prepare your E-journey (see below 
for details). Practise timing your 
presentation – if you run over 
time we may have to cut you off

• Bring your computer to the class
• You should use a clicker if available, 

but this is not essential

What’s in the session
Our first session is an Entrepreneur’s 
Journey (E-Journey). You have the 
chance to hear others’ stories and  
to share your own.

Storytelling is a crucial skill for 
entrepreneurs. Great entrepreneurs 
are great storytellers who paint a 
compelling vision of the future. We 
want you to continually practise and 
develop this skill, both by telling your 
own story and by listening to the 
stories of others. 

Preparing your E-journey
This is a three-minute story. You’ll 
tell your own story through a series 
of visuals (recommended breakdown 
is 9 slides maximum, spending 20 
seconds on each).

Class 1: E-Journeys

Use only photos or drawings, plus an 
absolute minimum of words (included 
as part of the visuals). The words 
are to help anyone who was absent 
during your presentation.

Your story should inform and if 
possible entertain. It should be varied 
and should include all of the following 
elements. You can use these elements  
in any way you like.

• The elements that make up who 
you are

• The key turning points in your life 
that have  
made you an entrepreneur, or put 
you on the path to becoming one

• What you are doing these days 
• One thing about yourself that 

people don’t know (e.g. you were  
on a TV show, travelled to Africa  
or played professional ice hockey)

• How you hope to make a change  
in this world (this can be a desire, 
not a solution, and may have 
nothing to do with your startup)

Visuals are vital. Pitches and 
presentations are changing. Gone are 
the days of slides packed with small 
font, though during our business pitch 
workshops we’ll expect you to use 
a combination of visual and verbal 
material. Powerful, visually attractive 
presentations and effective wording 
support one another. 

In the storytelling, come prepared to 
connect with everyone by telling 
your story honestly, so that people 

really get to know you. We are not 
looking for you to impress each other 
– you’re all impressive. We’re looking 
for everyone to speak from the heart. 

A reminder: please follow the 
3-minute limit – otherwise we may 
have to cut you off! 

Additional notes:

Please help us stay on schedule:  
the Programme Team and Class CEO 
have to keep everything running on 
time, so there can be no delays. It 
is critical that we have all the slides 
loaded up front, and everyone lined 
up to go with clickers (if available).

We want to evaluate all our classes. 
The Programme Team will email  
you a typeform for evaluation after 
the session. 

The class CEO will write up the 
session. This will be a short overview 
of the experience of running the 
class, what they learned, how they 
ran it, what worked really well and 
any tips for the next class CEO.  
The write-up along with any pictures 
should be shared on social media, 
LinkedIn and Twitter.

Welcome to Startup Leadership.  
We look forward to the start of  
a wonderful journey together.
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Class 2: Startup Fair
Read this first

Class 2: 
Startup Fair

By the end of this 3-hour simulation, Fellows will have:
• Tested their ideas
• Experimented with different versions of their story
• Honed their ‘elevator pitch’ skills
• Been exposed to a wide variety of questions
• Received some advice on the fly
• Gained some knowledge of other people’s startups
• Gained insight into the investor’s point of view

Potential Agenda
6:30-6:45 Welcome, feedback, books 
6:45-7:00 First group setup
7:00-7:45 First group fair
7:45-8:00 Second group setup
8:00-8:45 Second group Fair
8:45-9:15 Closing keynote (alum or guest) 
 Observations and advice: alums  
 Lessons learnt: Fellows
9:15 - 9:30 Winners’ announcements.  
 Not online evaluation.
9:30 Drinks

Preparation before the class 
• Using the SLP London network, invite a keynote speaker who will share his or 

her journey and experiences in pitching to people (and who has successfully 
raised capital). The focus of the talk should be on these chance meetings, 
getting attention, creating buzz. The keynote speaker can be a Fellow, an 
alum or a member of the broader network 
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• Invite a further 4-8 Fellows from previous years. They don’t have to be high 
profile, just thoughtful and experienced

• We will make and send SLP Pounds to print. Be careful because they should 
never look like real money (it’s against the law). Print the money and cut it up 

• Buy envelopes plus sticky tape to attach them to tables (charge the 
Programme Team the expenses)

• Decide who’s going to do the timing of the 5-minute sessions (you? A 
delegate, in case your attention is called away elsewhere?)

• Buy prizes for the winner and two runners-up (three books) 
• Be ready to take photos of the winners at the end (or delegate this task) 
• The keynote speaker can give out the prizes if he or she is able to stay, 

otherwise the class CEO 
• Make sure that the typeform (for evaluation) is available
 
On the day
• Stress the importance of timing for everybody
• Reassure everybody that this is a SAFE environment to learn a lot  

in a short period
• Keep a handle on the time

Instructions
The PL team will introduce the class. Firstly, Fellows are invited to update each 
other on any developments in their startup since the last class. Then a Fellow – 
nominated from the last class – will present two books that have inspired them 
and explain why. Then we nominate a Fellow to be CEO for the next class.

Setting up
Divide the class into two random groups. For 15 minutes, one side sets up 
computer, poster and other material. For the next 45 minutes the other Fellows 
can walk around with the alums, meeting the Fellows and hearing  
their pitches. 

Give each person about to pitch an envelope. Put the name of the startup 
and Fellow on each envelope. Tape it to their desk for easy access. 

Give each of the other Fellows three ‘bank notes’ totalling £1.5M (3 x £500K). 

Give the alums six notes of £500K each (£3M). 

During the fair
Entrepreneurs pitching need not ask for a specific amount. People are parting 
with cash because they like the idea. We are not discussing pre- and post-
money valuations or use of funds. 
 
Investors must use all of the money, but otherwise they can invest as they  
see fit. They can put all the money in one startup. All they do is drop the 
money in the envelope. 
 
After 45 minutes (or 1 hour MAX), the room switches over. There is a 
15-minute break for set-up, and then the next group gets to go. 
 
When the second round is done, the entrepreneurs total their cash and give  
to organizers. 

After the second fair
Introduce your keynote speaker, if you have one 

After the speech, have the other alums go around and share their 
observations/advice.

Next, the Fellows share any lessons learnt. 

Note: in this possible session plan, the speech, alums’ feedback and 
Fellows’ feedback are allowed only 30 minutes in total. Time is tight! Keep 
a close eye on it during this phase. 

Finally, announce the winners (most funded, plus 2 runners-up). Make it clear 
that the winners may not have the best ideas. Maybe they have the most 
developed ideas or the clearest pitches.

Award the prizes (books) and take photos.

Remind everyone to fill out the typeform (link to be sent out the following day).

After the class 
Send out the typeform link. 

As class CEO please write a summary of the class – how you ran it, what you 
learned, what worked well and any tips for the next class CEO. Please post  
on social media along with pictures from the day.
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In this class you’ll be pitching your 
startup/idea to your fellow classmates 
in an exhibition – style setting.

• We’ll split the class into two groups. 
First group will act as the startups 
pitching, while the other group will 
be the ‘investors’. After about an 
hour we’ll swap roles, so everyone 
gets a chance to pitch

• We’ll time the sessions: each Fellow 
pitching will sit for 5 minutes with 
each ‘investor’. After 5 minutes,  
the ‘investors’ move along to the 
next startup

• Once all the entrepreneurs have 
pitched to all the ‘investors’, we’ll 
switch roles: entrepreneurs will now 
become ‘investors’ and vice versa

• If you’re an ‘investor’, you’ll have 
token money to the value of £1.5M 
to invest. You can put it all in one 
startup if you wish, but you must 
use all of it 

• At the end of the session we’ll 
declare ‘the most funded startup’ 

Class 2: Startup Fair 

The goals of this session are to:
1  Learn about each other’s 

startups – Now that you’ve 
learned all about each other 
as entrepreneurs through the 
E-Journeys, it’s time to hear about 
the startups you’re working on.

2  Start working on your pitches 
– Pitching is a process of trial and 
error and it’s never too early to 
start. What you do during this 
session will be a starting-point for 
much of the term’s work – later 
on, we’ll reference this first pitch 
to assess how your pitches are 
improving. 

3  Get feedback on your ideas and 
pitches – the Startup Fair is a safe 
environment in which to receive 
honest feedback from ‘investors’.

What to do before the 
session 
Prepare your 2-3 min (elevator) 
pitch so that the ‘investors’ can 
understand:
• What problem you’re solving
• How you’re solving it (what the 

product is)
• How you’re going to make money 

out of it (your business model) 

There are probably other topics to 
cover (e.g. competition, market, why 
you, why now, etc.) but you should 
prioritize and ‘distil the essence’ to 
maximize your pitch’s impact. 

If you don’t have a very good pitch 
already, the following structure will 
help you build one that works: 

Hook: to catch your audience’s 
attention. Interesting facts, telling 
statistics and personal experiences 
can all be very effective.

Problem: the problem you’re trying  
to solve.

Solution: usually your product.

Market: market size and potentials. 

Traction/team: what you’ve achieved 
so far.

Ask: the reason you’re pitching. 
What do you want out of this pitch? 
It might be money, customers, 
mentors…

Decide what visuals you want to use. 
These could be anything - ranging 
from a few slides to the actual 
product - that will support your 
2-minute pitch and convince investors 
to invest in your idea

A few tips:
• Prepare, prepare, prepare! This  

class is a rare opportunity to 
practise a real-life pitch and learn 
from the feedback, but if you  
don’t come prepared, you won’t  
get much out of the experience. 
Practise your timing until you feel 
confident with it

• Be ready to answer some tough 
questions in less than 2 minutes.  
It can be helpful to identify your 
‘most dreaded’ questions in 
advance and prepare answers 
for them. Practise actually saying 
the answers aloud: this builds 
confidence that will show in your 
delivery if you do have to answer 
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one of those questions. At the 
same time, accept that you can’t 
predict every question and this is 
above all a learning experience

• Consider recording (audio and 
video) your pitch. Use your phone 
and if you have a small tripod,  
bring it with you

• Don’t get carried away with the 
visuals. You need to be the centre 
of attention. The visuals are there 
to support your story

• Manage time. Don’t talk too much. 
Don’t talk too fast. Leave time  
for questions

• Improve from pitch to pitch. 
Experiment with different versions 
of your story

• One last very important tip: don’t 
be discouraged if your startup 
does not get funding. This session 
is all about learning and improving. 
Remember that, prepare to the  
best of your ability and you’ll get  
a lot out of the class 
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Class 3: Lean Startup 
Read this first

Class 3: 
Lean Startup

By the end of this 3-hour session, Fellows will have:
• A working grasp of Lean methodology
• Practice in identifying assumptions and constructing hypotheses
• Experience of testing hypotheses on volunteers (the public)
• Gained confidence from a challenging, hands-on activity
• (Possibly) gone out of their comfort zone
• Explored and shared different ways of flagging people down
• Talked with different kinds of people 
• Learned from their own and others’ insights

A suggested agenda is included in the PowerPoint presentation  
and also in the document ‘Welcome and Agenda’. 

Before the class
• Find two volunteers to present their businesses
• Edit the ‘Email to Fellows 1’ document as appropriate and add 

‘Attachment for Email 1’ before sending 
• Add relevant names to the PowerPoint ‘Recap and Groups’ (slides 2  

and 10). Pre-assigning Fellows to groups will help later as you only  
have 5 minutes to get them into group (and thinking about hypotheses) 
before the presentations start 

• Print copies of the ‘Template Tool’ document
• Print copies of the ‘Crafting the Hypothesis’ document
• Add names and other relevant info to the ‘Welcome and Agenda’ 

document and print out. NB only this document includes the map –  
the PowerPoint presentation doesn’t
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During the class: tips
The suggested agenda on the PowerPoint ‘Recap and Groups’ is self-
explanatory: 
• Put some advance thought into making your spoken instructions as clear  

as possible – some of your cohort may be unfamiliar with these concepts 
• Don’t give the group the entire ‘Crafting the Hypothesis’ document right 

at the beginning of the session. This might seem like a time-saving move, 
but they won’t recall the information so well when they need to use it. In 
addition, if you give people reading material at the start of a session, they 
immediately start to read it and you lose their attention. The slide on the 
PowerPoint will prime them before the presentations. You can give them  
the more detailed stuff afterwards 

• The ‘Template Tool’ document is an additional tool to help the groups  
in their work

• A tip from previous CEOs: don’t be tempted to cut down discussion time  
as it’s a vital part of this session

After the class
Edit ‘Email to Fellows 2’ and attach the PowerPoint before sending.

Don’t forget your online evaluation: how you feel it went, anything you learned 
in the process and what tips you’d give to someone facilitating this session 
next year. 

1st Email to Fellows

This class will be covering Lean Startup methodology. I’m sure many of you are 
familiar with this, but if you’ve not come across it before (or need to refresh your 
memory) we have some helpful material lined up for you. Please find time to 
check it out.

Before the class
• Flick through the slideshare summarising the Lean Startup methodology 
 http://slidesha.re/pDWmZR
• Have a glance at the Eric Ries LSE lecture on lean startup slides 

bit.ly/1HpHQAj
• Watch the Eric Ries presentation  

on Lean Start Up (video - 15m) 
bit.ly/2ygWIRC

• Feel free (it’s not compulsory)  
to read or reread the book  
http://amzn.to/2gd0O6G

Class 3: Lean Startup 
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2nd Email to Fellows 

This class will be covering Lean Startup methodology. I’m sure many of you are 
familiar with this, but if you’ve not come across it before (or need to refresh 
your memory) we have some helpful material lined up for you. Please find time 
to check it out.

Before the class 
• Flick through the slideshare summarising the Lean Startup methodology  

http://slidesha.re/pDWmZR
• Have a glance at the Eric Ries LSE lecture on lean startup slides 

bit.ly/1HpHQAj
• Watch the Eric Ries presentation on Lean Start Up (video - 15m) 

bit.ly/2ygWIRC
• Feel free (it’s not compulsory) to read or reread the book 

http://amzn.to/2gd0O6G

The session will include:
• An overview of the Lean Startup concept
• A discussion of Lean Startup principles
• An interactive exercise based on two Fellows’ startups. Our volunteers for 

this session are NAME and NAME We’ll all be using their businesses as a case 
study, so you needn’t come prepared to test your own

More about the interactive exercise
• Our volunteers will explain their startups in more detail
• The rest of the class will split into four groups
• Each group will develop questions or hypotheses around the featured 

startups
• Each group will test their hypotheses by collecting feedback from people 

outside the building. This will take roughly an hour, so dress for the weather 
and some walking!

• We’ll finish with feedback from each group, then share what we’ve learnt from 
the session in general

Reminder: please make time to look at the pre-reading/watching before the 
class, to refresh the Lean Startup principles in your mind. 

The session will include: 
• An overview of the Lean Startup concept
• A discussion of Lean Startup principles
• An interactive exercise based on two Fellows’ startups. Our volunteers for 

this session are NAME and NAME We’ll all be  
using their businesses as a case study, so you needn’t come prepared to test 
your own 

More about the interactive exercise
• Our volunteers will explain their startups in more detail
• The rest of the class will split into four groups
• Each group will develop questions or hypotheses around the featured 

startups
• Each group will test their hypotheses by collecting feedback from people 

outside the building. This will take roughly an hour, so dress for the weather 
and some walking!

• We’ll finish with feedback from each group, then share what we’ve learnt from 
the session in general

Reminder: please make time to look at the pre-reading/watching before the 
class, to refresh the Lean Startup principles in your mind. 

Additional notes:

For this session you will need the following files:

#3 TEMPLATE TOOL
#3 ATTACHMENT FOR EMAIL 1
#3 ATTACHMENT FOR EMAIL 2
#3 CRAFTING THE HYPOTHESIS
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Class 4: 
Customer  
Development

Class 4:  
Customer Development 
Read this first

By the end of this 3-hour simulation, Fellows will have:
• Have received feedback on their business models and strategies from 

several different people 
• Have a clear idea of their selling strategy and channel
• Understand how to calculate their pricing
• Understand how to calculate their customer acquisition cost
• Know the type of person they need to hire – and perhaps have some 

leads on where to find these and how to pitch to them
• Understand that there are many different ways to do the same thing 

successfully
• (Ideally) have been given specific ideas and made some useful contacts

Training needed? Yes – the class CEO.
Two CEOs may be necessary, one to manage the tech startups, the other  
to chase life sciences and cleantech startups. 
Class examples: Please refer to Example Agendas shared in the Dropbox  
folder for ideas on how to organize the class.

Other Instructions: None

The four activities making up the session

1. Panel of sales experts and ‘gurus’ sharing their best practice.
2. A list of sales strategies from around the world. 
3. How to hire and compensate great sales people. 
4. Specific feedback on Sales and Marketing strategy. This includes technical 

components such as pricing and customer acquisition costs.
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Before the session: 
• Invite a total of up to 8 people, 

depending on the people in your 
class. 

• Include 2-3 Fellows from prior 
years in addition to the outsiders. 
A balanced class would be 4-5 
people in tech and 2-3 in life 
sciences (if there are a couple of 
cleantech experts that would be 
great too).

• Invite 4-5 people (max) from  
the following:
o CEOs who sell 
o VPs of Sales from startups
o VPs or Directors of Sales and 

Marketing from big companies
o VPs of Business Development 

responsible for creating 
partnerships

o People in Growth Hacking who 
can deliver eyeballs and traffic

o People likely to buy the 
products on offer at the 
session 

Edit and send email to Fellows, 
attaching a simple business model 
canvas template. Fellows should 
complete this template to show their 
10 most burning questions, then print 
it out and bring it to the class.

During the session 
Stick the completed templates, with 
the 10 burning questions, on a wall for 
people to walk round and read. This 
should help people understand each 
company’s channel strategy, and how 
Fellows intend to create sales/traffic. 

Each Fellow will present a pitch 
deck showing
• Their sales cycle
• The process and decision makers  

for their product buying
• The difference between users  

and customers

Thank the guests for their time  
and expertise.

After the session 
Send a closing email. You may wish to 
attach the ‘Go to Market’ PowerPoint 
if this is appropriate.

Email to Fellows

Our next session is Customer Development on DATE at TIME at LOCATION. 

We’ll have a panel session on best Sales and Marketing practices from experts 
in the field, with strategies from round the world and advice on how to hire and 
reward great staff. 

In addition, there’ll be specific feedback on Fellows’ Sales and Marketing 
strategies.

What you need to do
I attach a business model canvas template you can print out and bring with 
you to the session. The completed template should show your 10 most burning 
questions about Sales and Marketing. These will be shared with the panellists. 

Fellows will present their strategies to the panellists and receive feedback  
and questions. 

Panellists will spend 5-15 minutes on each Fellow’s plan depending on the 
depth of that plan. The group discussion should generate transferable lessons 
that other Fellows can take to their own startups. 

This will be an exciting and interactive class. If you’re interested in talking about 
your own sales plan, please get back to us as soon as possible.

We look forward to seeing you all – don’t be late!

Additional notes:

For this session you will need the following files:

#4 GO TO MARKET

Class 4: Customer  
Development
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Class 5: 
Business Pitch 
Workshop

Class 5:  
Business Pitch Workshop 
Read this first

During this full-day session (or equivalent) Fellows 
will: 
• Pitch to, and receive feedback from, VCs/investors, seasoned 

entrepreneurs and other experts
• Give feedback to other Fellows and receive feedback from them
• (Ideally) see all pitches, even if not in the same sector
• Learn from a panel session in which guests suggest how  

to pitch effectively

Format: Fellow presentations followed by guest feedback.

Different ways of setting up this class: decisions for the Class CEO

1 One or two sessions? 
This depends on the availability of VCs. Your options are a full-day weekend 
session or 2 weekday evenings (3 hours each). 
 
Some considerations: 
• It’s hard to get speakers on Saturdays, especially VCs since they travel  

a lot mid-week. Leverage your class to pull favours 
• For Saturday sessions, you’ll have to approach roughly 4 times the number  

of people you need before you get the right group 
• If you choose the 2 weekday sessions, bear in mind that 3 hours is a long 

time for outside speakers. Don’t schedule them for the whole day
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2 One or two groups? 

The alternatives are: 
• Have all Fellows present in one room, or
• Separate the class into industries (usually Tech and Healthcare/Energy)

Choose the format that will work best for your cohort, bearing the following  
in mind: 

Before the day: 
• Send invitations to guests well in advance (3-4 weeks). If it’s a weekend 

workshop, remember to invite four times as many guests as you think  
you need. 

• Who to invite: 
o 5-6 VCs and seasoned serial entrepreneurs
o Fellows who have been funded
o The lawyers supporting the programme (they often have great ideas)
o Tip from a previous CEO: wherever possible, aim for cultural diversity, 

rather than cultural fit, in your guests 

• Material to mail to Fellows in advance: see ‘Email to Fellows’ 
o Attach ‘Notes on pitching from Silicon Valley’
o Attach ‘SLP 7-minute pitch feedback form’ 

Arrangement Advantages Disadvantages

All Fellows in one room

All get to know each 
other’s ventures.
Fellows learn about 
other industries

Can be very challenging 
to finish in time

Fellows divided into two 
groups

Much easier to manage 
the time
Fellows receive industry-
specific insights

Past Fellows have 
complained of missing 
pitches from outside 
their own fields. Ideally, 
all Fellows should see all 
available pitches.

• Check Fellows are preparing the 
most relevant aspects of their 
pitches. The SLP 7-minute pitch 
feedback form will guide them.  
The most important components  
for this session are: 
o The 1-line description of the 

company
o Problem Definition
o Customers
o Competitors
o Financial Projections
o Exits ( = who will buy it) 

• Prepare class handouts, including 
the guest biographies and 
copies of the SLP 7-minute pitch 
feedback form (for other Fellows to 
provide feedback to the presenters)

• If possible, load all presentations 
onto one computer to avoid issues 
with switching

• Arrange for someone to record the 
presentations 

• Will you, or anybody else, need  
any training? 

• Establish a running order for  
the pitches

• Check if there are any competing 
types of company. If there are, 
ensure they don’t see each  
other’s pitches 

• Keep it relevant for your guests.  
For instance, don’t make tech 
experts/VCs sit in on life sciences 
pitches unless there’s a cross-over 
angle (e.g. a healthcare iphone app 
company)

• Allocate 15-20 minutes at the end 
for a short panel session 

On the day

Keep a tight handle on the  
time and remember, don’t let 
competing companies see  
each other’s pitches!

Each Fellow pitches for 5-7 minutes 
to at least 3 investors/guest 
entrepreneurs in the presence  
of other Fellows.

After each pitch, the guests provide 
feedback on what they liked and  
what needs improvement.

The other Fellows use the template  
to provide additional feedback.

During the last 15-20 minutes there  
is a short panel session in which 
guests share their insights into  
what makes an attractive pitch.

Thank guests at the end  
of the session.
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Email to Fellows

Our Business Pitch Workshop will be taking place [DATE, TIME, LOCATION]

This is a fantastic opportunity to pitch to VCs/investors, seasoned 
entrepreneurs and other experts, and receive real feedback in real time  
on real pitches. You’ll also be able to share feedback with other Fellows. 

How it works
Each Fellow pitches for 5-7 minutes to at least 3 investors/guest entrepreneurs, 
in the presence of other Fellows.

Guests provide feedback after each pitch.

Other Fellows use the attached template to provide additional feedback.

Time permitting, the last 15-20 minutes will be a short panel session,  
with guests sharing their insights into what makes an attractive pitch.

This will be an exciting and enlightening workshop. If you can’t make  
it for any reason, please let me know a.s.a.p.

Very much looking forward to it! 

Notes on Pitch Deck from 
Silicon Valley Workshop:
When assembling and delivering the 
pitch deck, keep these things in mind. 

They and them refer to your 
audience/VCs.

• So that your audience knows what 
to expect, give some idea of your 
pitch concept at the beginning

• Establish credibility upfront. The 
partners don’t care about you and 
your company (maybe one does, but 
not the entire partnership). Make 
them care! Energy, passion, truth 
will win you respect if not money

• Make it a personal story. Make them 
understand why you are the one 
who is going to succeed at this. 
Let your passion show through. You 
cannot be casual about your pitch

• Include measurable goals as a use 
of the money and what you have 
already achieved. They can see 
through fluff. Make it as real as 
possible 

• Give a picture (literally or 
figuratively). What is it you are 
going to build?

• What is the pain currently?  
Why are you unique? Will people 
actually pay?

• Can you execute? Who else does 
the company need? (It’s OK to have 
gaps, just acknowledge that you  
are aware of them.)

• Don’t get distracted by larger 
markets. It’s OK to be a big fish  
in a small pool if you plan to 
dominate it and can show there  
will be good growth

• Pay attention to details (typos are  
a dumb mistake to make)

• Don’t skip topics you don’t like
• You can do the entire pitch in 10-12 

slides and not be too crowded or 
too vague

• It’s a business pitch. The product  
is secondary to the business

• Don’t focus on what you/your 
company want to do. What are you 
bringing to the VCs? What makes 
this a win for them? This is where 
it really helps to know who you’re 
pitching to 

• Limiting the amount of text (à la 
Steve Jobs/Guy Kawasaki) can be 
great if you do it well. More often, 
though, text is useful because it 
helps guide the conversation and 
keeps things controlled

Additional notes:

For this session you will need the following files:

#5 SLP 7 MINUTE PITCH FEEDBACK FORM

Class 5: Business Pitch 
Workshop
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Class 6: 
Fellow-Mentor 
Meet & Greet 
(Speed Dating) 

Class 6: Fellow-Mentor  
Meet & Greet (Speed Dating) 
Read this first

During this 2-3 hour event, Fellows get a chance to: 
• Meet well-regarded members of the startup community (VCs, angels, 

entrepreneurs who have won funding) in an informal way
• Talk without the pressure of having to do a full pitch on themselves  

or their startup 
Guests should:
• Introduce themselves to the SLP Fellows in a fun, intimate and 

interactive way
• Leave the room with a general sense of who the Fellows are and what 

they are up to
• Have an opportunity to give Fellows:

o Quick feedback on their ideas
o Tips on startups to look at (who may be competing)
o Connections to people in town who would be great for their startup, 

and with whom they should network

Day/Hours: Weekday, 2-3 hours
Format: Meet & Greet (and potentially panel)
Invite: Lawyers, entrepreneurs, VCs, mentors
Training needed: No
Mail to Fellows in advance: Agenda, rules of the day, 
guest biographies (if possible) 
Interactive Exercise: Mixer
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Before the session 
• Invite ‘mentors’ well in advance, 

aiming for equal number of  
Fellows and guests 
o Use SLP Mentor and Speaker 

Database
o Use list of Fellow-recommended 

mentors from their applications
• Provide Fellows with a list of the 

guests coming so they can prepare 
for the evening (see the ‘Sample 
Brochure’ document). Guests’ 
contact information will be provided 
after the event, so there is no need 
to bring business cards

• Email Fellows with date, time, venue, 
set-up. There are 2 suggested 
templates for emails to Fellows, 
reminding them how to prepare, 
including Things Fellows need to 
bring with them (see below) 

• Prepare and email/print class 
packets of:
o Agenda
o Rules of the Day (such as the  

grid showing where to sit and 
start the process – see below)

o Guest bios
• Prepare documents to give to 

‘mentors’ on the day: 
o Booklet of printed bios of all 

Fellows with contact information 
(mobile and email)

o Short writeup of the startup idea 
(if Fellows have supplied one) 

Things Fellows need to bring with 
them: 
• A 30-second to 1-minute pitch
• A demo product (if possible)
• A list of issues they need help on
• If possible, a brief write-up of the 

startup 

On the day: LOGISTICS IS KEY IN 
THIS SESSION! 
• Keep in mind that it takes a good 

15-30 seconds to get people up 
and into their next chair

• It helps if you make a grid, so that 
Fellows know which mentor to 
begin with (saving an awkward 
scramble at the start). Below is a 
(shortened, adapted) version of a 
grid used by a previous CEO. For 
this first round of speed-dating, 
each mentor has a number and 
each Fellow a letter.

o Pen so they can take notes 
directly on this document (and 
follow up with the Fellows)

o Paper

• Make sure you have the following 
for the day:
o Stopwatch or timer
o Something loud to signal when 

it’s time to move to a new chair 
(who will do the timekeeping? 
You?) 

o Pens and paper for everyone
o Some questions for people to  

ask one another if they get stuck 
for something to say (optional)

• Make clear decisions on the 
specifics, such as:
o How many minutes per session
o How Fellows will match up when 

they’re not talking to mentors. 
Mentors don’t move, but those 
‘extra’ Fellows sitting on the 
same row as the mentors –  
see below – will have to move  
in order to get their chance  
with the guests. How will you 
manage this? 

• Last but not least: make sure 
the Fellows are ready to present 
their ideas! Stress to them that 
they needn’t tell their life story; this 
is about what they are up to now 

Mentor 8 starts with Fellow A, Luca. 
After the first round (3 minutes), the 
moderator/timekeeper gives the 
signal for Fellows to move to the next 
chair. Fellow B, Johann, now takes 
Luca’s place and everyone else moves 
along one chair. Luca moves to the 
other end of the row and sits down 
with Mentor 1. 

There may be more Fellows than 
guests. If so, set up some extra chairs, 
a continuation of the main lines of 
chairs. When a Fellow matches up 
with another Fellow, they should 
think about how they might use their 
respective networks to help each 
other (in keeping with the theme of 
building relationships). Make sure 
nobody gets stuck in this part of 
the room and everybody gets a 
chance to sit with all the mentors.

1st Round 
Mentor 
Number

Fellow 
ID 

Letter

First Name

1 H Chaitanya

2 G Christopher

3 F Claire

4 E Dominic

5 D Gautam

6 C Ivelina

7 B Johann

8 A Luca
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Panel (optional)
Depending on how much time is left 
after the speed dating event, you can 
host a panel discussion afterwards 
with any guests willing to stay. 
The panel should continue to focus 
on relationship building with the 
investment community, for example: 
• What sectors are hot?
• How can you find the right investor?
• What are the best ways to reach 

out to an investor?
• What shouldn’t you say to an 

investor? 
• What shouldn’t you write in an 

email?
• Are incubators useful?
• How can you best interpret signals 

from investors? 

An alternative to a panel
You can simply crack open beers 
and have an informal networking 
session. It would be a great chance 
for the panellists to talk to each 
other, and perhaps encourage them 
to come back again. In the past we’ve 
sometimes brought beer and wine 
into advisory sessions to create an 
informal mood. You can choose to do 
the same. 

After the session
Send an email to the Fellows with 
the guests’ contact details. Stress 
that they should not abuse these 
relationships. They should only 
contact the guests if they have a 
real reason to do so. They should 
also respect any indications given by 
guests during the session. 

1st Email to Fellows

Our next session is Fellow-Mentor Meet & Greet on (DATE/TIME at LOCATION). 
In this session, you’ll meet well-regarded members of the startup community in 
an informal way, without the pressure of having to do a full pitch on yourself or 
your startup. For some of you this may be the first time you’ve ever spoken with 
an investor – so we’re keeping the conversations short and sweet. 

Guests will sit in a row and stay in the same seat for the entire session. You’ll sit 
opposite them, one Fellow to each guest, and move along so that you (ideally) 
get a chance to meet with everybody. You’ll get a maximum of 3 minutes with 
each guest. 

It’s possible we’ll have more Fellows than guests. If this happens we’ll match up 
Fellows with each other for part of the evening. If you’re matched with another 
Fellow, your job is to think how you can use your networks to help each other 
(in keeping with the theme of building relationships). 

Guest bios will follow shortly. In the meantime, here’s some guidance:
• You needn’t tell the guest your life story. Instead, give a brief synopsis of 

what you’re up to now
• Be ready to talk about the problems you face and how a mentor could help
• If you have a product that’s easy to make or show, feel free to use that
• It will probably help to prepare a 30-second to 1-minute pitch/brief synopsis 

of the startup, but your 3 minutes should not be used in pitching, and guests 
will not make a yes/no decision on the spot

• You need not ask for business cards as we’ll supply all guest contact  
details after the session. If you want to bring your own cards, that’s fine

• We’ll provide pens and paper so people can make notes/keep track  
of who’s who 

 
This will be an exciting and interactive class. We look forward to seeing you all, 
and don’t be late!

Class 6: Fellow-Mentor Meet 
& Greet (Speed Dating) 
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2nd Email to Fellows

The mentor speed dating event draws ever closer! It’s a fun, action-packed 
evening which will put you face to face with some top entrepreneurs and 
industry minds. 

We’ll send out a ‘Mentor Brochure’ so you can see who’s attending, along with 
a detailed agenda, one week before the event. As Class CEO I’d just like to 
remind you of some important things you might want to bring along: 

1 Your problems prep. Identify the key problems your business faces and 
where a mentor might be able to help

2 A 30-second to 1-minute pitch
3 A demonstration model of the product (if possible)
4 A brief write-up of your startup, showing where you are now
5 Business cards (though your details will be available to mentors)

Time and Location: from _________to ___________at ___________, located 
on the [INSERT MAP LINK] 

Because of the number of people involved, Zoom may not be available. Please 
contact me if you are unable or unlikely to make this event in person because 
we don’t want anyone to miss out!

Sample email to mentors

I hope this email finds you well. My name is NAME and I YOUR DAY JOB. 

This year I am a Fellow of the Startup Leadership Programme (SLP) in CITY. 
SLP is a highly selective, 80-hour, 6-month world-class training programme 
and lifetime network for outstanding founders and innovators. SLP Fellows 
have founded over 1,000 companies and raised more than $450 million. These 
companies include breakthrough and award-winning startups like Ixigo, Micello, 
Momelan, Novira, Runkeeper, Sensobi, Shareaholic, Solar Junction, Swingreader, 
Voicetap and Ubersense. (DATA FROM 2014-2015 – UPDATE IF NECESSARY)

I would like to invite you to our Mentor-Fellow Speed Dating Session on DATE/
TIME/LOCATION. The session is a fun and interactive way to introduce well-
respected members of the startup community to our (NUMBER OF FELLOWS) 
Fellows and their ventures. Most Fellows are involved in an early stage venture 
and are seeking advice on a variety of challenges they face. We look to you 
to connect with them and provide advice and guidance as their companies 
progress. This event has proven to be of great value to our Fellows; discussions 
from these events have led to startups that were built, funded and even sold. 

Please let us know by (DEADLINE) whether or not you can attend the session. 
We look forward to seeing you on (DATE).

Kind regards,
_______________

TITLE, COMPANY
(Year) Startup Leadership Programme, (CITY) 

Additional notes:

For this session you will need the following files:

#6 MENTOR SPEED DATING
#6 SAMPLE BROCHURE
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Class 7: 
Nuts & Bolts

Class 7: Nuts & Bolts 
Read this first

During this class, Fellows
• Receive a grounding in a range of complex topics
• Get practical answers to specific questions

Overview
This is a relatively new addition to our curriculum, designed to give practical 
advice to our Fellows. The flexible format means it can be a ~3 hour weekday 
module or a half- or full-day event. It touches on 5-6 key aspects that are rarely 
discussed: insurance, accounting / bookkeeping, real estate and selected legal 
issues (incorporation, using bizfilings, registered agents). Depending on the time 
and schedule, it could involve more components such as outsourcing (legal and 
operational issues), banking (e.g. Silicon Valley Bank), information on the local 
entrepreneurship community and the real highlight of the day: surviving the 
first 18 months without money! This last topic brings in a couple of CEOs for a 
panel on how they survived without money – bootstrapping, getting things for 
free, currying favours. The topic has always been a hit; we advise that chapters 
consider adding it if great guest speakers are available. 

The class is divided into (for example) three sections, each dealing with a 
different set of topics. Each section includes a 20-minute mini-lecture delivered 
by an experienced industry expert, followed by a 15-minute Q&A session.

Day/Hours: Weekday, 3 hours
Format: Panel, talks
Whom to invite: Panellists, speakers
Training needed: No
Materials to be mailed to Fellows in advance: Survey 
Other instructions: None
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Before the session 
Leverage the SLP network and ask 
the help of the Programme Team to 
find willing and suitable guests. This 
class has potentially a very wide 
focus! To fine-tune the topics, one 
CEO engaged both Fellows and 
guests well in advance, using the 
following method:

1 Send the speakers the profiles of 
participating Fellows, asking the 
speakers to identify topics that  
they believe would be most  
relevant to this group.

2 Once you have a list of topics 
from each speaker, send a survey 
to the Fellows seeking feedback 
on their interest in each of the 
topics proposed. Ask them for 
any additional comments, and for 
questions they would like  
the speakers to address. 

3 Send the Fellows’ feedback to the 
speakers to help them focus on  
the most relevant issues. 

The SLP Nuts & Bolts PowerPoint is an 
example of one presentation coming  
out of this process but you will 
obviously want something adapted 
to your speakers and the topics most 
requested by your cohort.

After the session
• Thank guests
• Remind Fellows of the typeform
• Write up the class

Additional notes:

For this session you will need the 
following files:

#7 SLP Nuts & Bolts
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Class 8: 
Leadership

Class 8: Leadership 
Read this first

In this 2-3 hour session, Fellows : 
• Learn from experts in the leadership field
• Roleplay challenging situations 

Overview
This programme is about training 
great leaders and bringing them into 
SLP. There are a number of ways of 
doing this and the more approaches 
we use, the better the outcome. 
The components we’ve used most 
successfully are: 
• Exercise: Strengths-Based 

Leadership exercise. The San Diego 
chapter has implemented this based 
on the book by Rath and Conchie 
(http://amzn.to/SOStl3) 

• Panel: we bring 4 leaders to talk for 
1.5 hours on intimate issues that 
include hiring and firing, personal 
journeys, mistakes and survival 

• University Speakers: top universities 
have amazing speakers who can 
create frameworks on leadership for 
our Fellows 

• Industry Speakers: an inspiring CEO 
or big-division person to talk about 
leadership. Corporate high-profile 
leaders could play this role well 

Fellows benefit from having leaders 
with varied experiences, such as 
corporate vs. startup leadership. Be 
aware, however, that inviting too many 
speakers can be counterproductive.

PLs are free to do as they wish. 
The documentation for this class 
is well developed and example 
class agendas, which may help you 
organize the session, are provided  
in the Dropbox folders. 

A sample class set-up  
(panel + roleplay)
Day/Hours: Weekday, 2-3 hours
Format: Speaker(s), Panellists, roleplay 
Whom to invite: Speakers / panellists
Training needed: No, unless you are 
doing the Strengths-Based Leadership 
exercise.
Materials to be mailed to Fellows in 
advance: Questionnaire on leadership 
problems. The Strengths-Based 
Leadership exercise also requires some 
advance materials. 
Other instructions: None
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Before the class
Devise a questionnaire to elicit 
leadership problems currently facing 
Fellows – you will use this information 
to prime the speakers ahead of the 
class. It will also inform the roleplay 
that follows the panel activity.

During the class
Part 1
Three leaders speak about their own 
experiences and their expectations 
of the future of leadership. Drawing 
on the information from the 
questionnaires, they offer guidance 
on any real-life leadership problems 
currently confronting Fellows. In past 
classes, for example, discussion has 
touched on: 

• The role of the leader (including 
moral and ethical considerations)

• The shift away from the  
profit-driven manager to the 
thought leader 

• Boundaries and self-care
• Trusting intuition
• The significance of equality, 

diversity and inclusion within the 
framework of a leadership class

• Empowering the next generation  
of leaders

• Respecting and protecting  
the hopes and dreams of  
team members

Part 2
After a short break, divide the Fellows 
into 4 groups to roleplay 3 scenarios 
(informed by the answers given in the 
questionnaire). Each Fellow gets a 
chance to play all 3 roles: the leader,  
a second party and a silent observer. 
In this example, the scenarios are:

1 Customer-centric problem solving: 
a conversation with an undecided 
customer.

2 Coaching as a leadership style: a 
coaching-style conversation with  
a direct report in an organization 
with a flat hierarchy.

3 Decision-making: an opportunity 
to re-imagine the decision-making 
process when faced with what 
appear to be conflicting goals.

Tip: groups will probably interpret the 
role plays differently. Some Fellows 
may play a scenario more generically, 
only discussing its relevance to their 
own startup after the roleplay is 
ended. Others may play leader and 
second party in the direct context 
of their own startups. In the past, 
silent observers have commented 
that it is interesting to observe these 
variations in approach.
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Class 10: 
Managing 
Boards

Class 10: Managing Boards 
Read this first

This class has two sessions: 

1 Q&A panel with entrepreneurs and a board member.
2 Board simulation exercise.

Before the class (preparation for both sessions)
• Book the venue if necessary
• Invite guests for panel
• Invite Fellows
• Ask for 2 Fellows to volunteer their startups for part 2 (the simulation)
• Prepare board papers for these 2 startups using this helpful investor report 

template: https://lmalmanza.wordpress.com/2017/07/11/what-should-
you-include-in-your-startup-investor-report/

• Send the papers to the board members
• Allot the rest of the Fellows randomly-drawn roles on the board, for example, 

‘You are a board member with 10% equity’ or ‘You are a board member with 
no equity’

• Create an agenda and send it to participants
• Create a summary PowerPoint to lead the group through the agenda  

(for more details on the importance of this, see document ‘How to Manage 
Your Board’). 

 

In this 3-hour session, Fellows will learn: 
• How boards can support an early startup
• How to choose board members
• Strategies for successful board meetings
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During the class
1 Q&A By now this format will be a 

familiar one to you. It might be a 
good idea to prep some fall-back 
questions in case discussion flags  
at any point.

2 The board simulation For guidance 
on how best to do this, see the 
documents ‘Insights from the Panel’ 
and ‘How to Manage  
Your Board’. 

After the class
Thank guests, write up session, 
remind Fellows of typeform, etc. 

How to Manage Your Board 

A well-managed board of directors 
can be of tremendous value to a 
company, providing the management 
team with insight, experience 
and perspective and investors 
with information to monitor their 
investment. A poorly-managed 
board can be a source of friction 
and frustration. All companies and 
their board dynamics are different. 
With that understanding, there is 
some commonality of experience 
and there are best practices for 
entrepreneurs in managing a 
company’s board of directors and 
investor communications.

1 Build a balanced board. A well-
functioning board should have 
a diversity of experience and 
represent the interests of the key 
company constituents, including 
management and investors. Ideally, 
members will have complementary 
backgrounds relevant to the 
company’s business. These may 
include marketing, finance and 
operations. Members may have 
been CEOs of other companies  
that faced similar issues, even if  
in a different industry.

2 Create a pleasant experience. 
The successful functioning of 
a board depends less on the 
information presented than on 
how it is presented. The CEO 
should provide board members 
with adequate notice of meeting 
and a copy of PowerPoint or other 
written materials sufficiently in 
advance for board members to 
read them and be prepared with 
questions. Reading them on the 
spot feels rushed and is unlikely to 
generate good questions or good 
discussion. The tone should be one 
of everyone seeking to act in the 
best interest of the company and 
its future prospects. In this context, 
consider the importance of your 
gestures and language and the 
latent messages in each. Where do 
you and others sit? What does this 
suggest about the relationships 
between those on the board? Does 
your language invite comparisons  
or contributions?

 
See also point 5 (about the breaking 
of bad news) in the ‘Insights from the 
Panel’ document.
 

Class 10: Managing Boards
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3 Run an organized meeting. Every 
board meeting should have an 
agenda and usually there will be a 
summary PowerPoint to lead the 
group through the agenda. Many of 
the agenda topics can be captured 
in one slide. The intent of the board 
meeting is to give board members 
a clear overview of the business 
without drowning them in detail 
(although detail should be available 
upon request for those directors 
who desire to review it to add their 
experience and value). Topics for 
each board meeting include: 
1 Key events since last board 

meeting 
2 Approval of draft of prior board 

minutes 
3 Financial snapshot 
4 Product or service usage 

metrics, 
5 Operations 
6 Development 
7 Sales 
8 Marketing
9 Committee reports, if applicable 
10 Strategic discussions,
11 Calendar for future meetings 
12 Executive session without 

management 

Ask yourself what you want to get 
out of the meeting and be clear on 
the strategy.

4 Encourage discussion. The CEO 
should not run the board meeting 
as a two- hour monologue. Bring 
in executive managers to update 
the board on their respective 
sections; make full use of the 
advice and expertise in the room. 
Direct dialogue between directors 
and managers adds value to the 
managers and the company and 
builds the board’s confidence in  
the management team. 

If you think discussion might go on 
too long, working endlessly through 
pros and cons without reaching a 
conclusion, consider narrowing the 
scope in order to produce a tighter 
focus. While chairing a board for SLP 
Fellows, Kumar Jacob opted not to 
present all three options (on strategic 
direction) for the board to discuss. 
Instead, he asked the startup CEO 
to state their preferred option, then 
asked the board if they supported 
this choice – and if not, why not. 
This tighter focus made for a more 
productive meeting. 

For more productive discussions, you 
might also consider Kumar Jacob’s 
rule: ‘We don’t vote in my board 
meetings; we reach consensus  
by discussion.’ 

5 Fulfil Fiduciary Duty. While 
Board meetings do add business 
value for the company, they also 
fulfil legal obligations. Good 
corporate governance consists 
of a combination of principles, 
policies and procedures designed 
to enable the board to manage 
the corporation in accordance 
with fiduciary duties owed to the 
stockholders. In the US, State 
law provides that the business 
and affairs of every corporation 
be managed by or under the 
direction of a board of directors. 
(Limited companies are similarly 
managed by their managers or 
board of managers.) Each director 
is then obligated to act in the best 
interests of the corporation and 
all of its stockholders including a 
Duty of Care, Duty of Loyalty and 
Duty of Good Faith. Directors face 
potential personal liability if they 
breach these fiduciary duties or do 
not ensure that certain required tax 
payments are paid. Thus, anyone 
who accepts the responsibility of 
directorship has a vested interest in 
the board being well managed. For 
further reading and insight into the 
fiduciary duty of board directors 
please contact friend and sponsor 
Steve Barrett at Shoosmiths - ask 
one of the Programme Team for 
contact details.

A CEO who follows best practices 
in board management and corporate 
governance gives a positive 
impression, creating a good working 
relationship with investors and 
fellow board members. This is in the 
best interest of both the CEO and 
the company. Most companies fail 
because of poor implementation 
rather than poor ideas, and nobody, 
no matter how great, has all the skills 
and experience needed to manage 
every aspect of a growing company. 
To create the best atmosphere for 
success, create a team atmosphere 
among the board and the 
management/investor group. 
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Insights from the panel 

In one past class, 
Dave Thompson, https://www.linkedin.com/in/thisisthompson/

Kumar Jacob, https://www.linkedin.com/in/kumarjacob/ and 

Steven Hess, https://www.linkedin.com/in/1-steven-hess/ 

generously shared their experiences of managing boards during the panel 
discussion. Here are the CEO’s notes of their practical and sensible advice:
1 Your board can’t make you succeed or cause you to fail, but it can help  

you along your way. 
2 When looking for board members, look for: i) shared values ii) diversity in 

skillset to complement your own and iii) mixed sentiment (not all introverts 
or extroverts). Have an open honest conversation about expectations and 
motivations from all sides.

3 Look outside your own address book. Look for people whom you actually 
listen to, and who can challenge you without you getting uncomfortable.  
If you haven’t delivered, it’s too easy to say ‘things came up.’ You’re all there 
to build a business. 

4 When you’re managing a board, there’s no single formula that works for 
everyone. Every combination of founder, board and business is different.  
Do what works for you (and meets your legal and investor requirements). 

5 If you have to give bad news, do it early. Don’t avoid tricky decisions  
because they’re difficult. They will only get worse. And – do it in private  
first, individually. Never give unpleasant surprises at a board meeting.  
People can’t think creatively and productively if they’re in shock. Always 
review the agenda and content with your board prior to the meeting.

6 Remember, your business is your priority. That’s why you’re all there. Be 
careful how much time you put into thinking about your board. It’s important 
and you’ll want to be prepared. Above all, keep the focus on the business.
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Class 11: 
Social Impact 
(Design Challenge)

Class 11: Social Impact  
(Design Challenge)  
Read this first

Before the session
• Invite a guest who works at a high level with social issues. For example, 

one year’s guest was Idil Hassan, founder of Women for Grenfell Network, 
Programme Manager at Midaye Somali Development Network and Chair  
of Women Voice 

• Together with the guest, prepare a review (to be used in the session)  
of the context, problems and constraints involved in his or her work 

• Consult with a variety of professionals with experience in service design.  
The CEO who invited Idil Hassan also approached the following people  
for guidance: 
• Rose Agnew, Product Manager at Clarify.ai 
• Imogen Berman, Founder of Think Plan Thrive (contributed Session  

Design & Resources)
• Asma Butt, Channels Lead at WiseAlpha (Survey Design)
• Minno Dang, Developer at Thoughtworks (Session Design)

In this 3-hour session, Fellows will learn: 
• Take part in the first two stages of an accelerated design sprint
• Learn and practise creativity-boosting techniques 
• Experience working under new and unfamiliar constraints
• Provide support and expertise to an organization working with  

social issues
• Use learning from past SLP sessions in conjunction with personal  

and professional experience to develop new solutions
• Generate ideas for a guest to take forward and test in his/her 

community
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• Paula Stepinska, Scrum Master at 

New Voice Media (Session Design)
• Alessandra Canella, Service 

Designer at OneGov (Session 
Design & Resources)

• Helen Lang (Facilitation & 
Experience; offered ongoing 
support)

• Dr Stacie CC Graham, Leadership 
Coach (Facilitation & Design) 

• Invite Fellows to the class  
(see ‘Email to Fellows’)

• Point Fellows towards two kinds 
of preparatory reading: 

1 Background information relevant to 
the guest’s work (context, typical 
issues). In this case, the background 
reading included: ‘Fifteen reasons 
we need to focus on women’ 
https://me.eui.eu/dieneke-de-vos/
blog/fifteen-reasons-we-need-to-
focus-on-women-sou2016/ 

2 Reading on creative problem-solving 
tools, such as: 
 ‘Problems with Innovation 

Workshops’ https://uxmag.
com/articles/problems-with-
innovation-workshops

 The ‘How Might We?’ method 
https://toolkit.mozilla.org/
method/how-might-we/ 

 and/or 
 

 http://www.designkit.org/
methods/3

 The Lotus Blossom Method 
https://thoughtegg.com/lotus-
blossom-creative-technique/

 CHAYN Hack Pack https://chayn.
co/tools/

 A book on design sprints: Sprint: 
How to Solve Big Problems and 
Test New Ideas in Just Five Days 
https://www.amazon.co.uk/
Sprint-Solve-Problems-Test-Ideas/
dp/150112174X 

• Buy sufficient Sharpies and packs 
of Post-Its for the class. Claim 
expenses from the Programme Team

• Divide class into teams of 3-4 
and appoint a facilitator for  
each team

• Brief the facilitators (see ‘Notes 
for Facilitators’ document)

During the session: agenda 
6:00 Arrival - food and housekeeping

6:30 Review of recommended reading

6:35 “What’s my bias?” exercise. Ask each Fellow to write their bias  
 about the session on a Post-It and attach the Post-Its to a wall  
 (to be revisited at the end of the session) 

6:40 Introduce guest and ask him/her to review the context, problems  
 and constraints (as discussed/prepared in advance)

6:50 Create a safe space
 • Have ground rules so that everyone feels comfortable asking  
  questions about what may be, for them, an unfamiliar or  
  misunderstood context
 • Ensure Fellows have an understanding of the key constraints  
  and opportunities
 • Familiarise the group with a persona and offer them a chance  
  to ask any clarifying questions 

7:00-8:00 Divide into small groups led by facilitators to use recommended  
 sprint tools:
 • 15 mins rapid Post-It brainstorming
 • 45 mins narrow down, evaluation, resourcing

8:00-8:15 Break

8:15-8:45 Regroup and plan report for larger group. Formulate a plan  
 for guest to take the solution(s) forward and assess their  
 impact by the end of the Fellowship

8:45-9:15 Present solution(s)

9:15-9:30 Closing reflections, revisit bias (“Was my bias confirmed  
 or challenged?”) and next steps
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Email to Fellows

I’m currently preparing the “Give Back/Social Impact” session to be held on 
DATE, TIME, LOCATION. The session will draw on a wide range of knowledge 
and skills we’ve acquired to date through our experience as founders and as 
participants in the SLP. I’ll send a detailed pre-session summary by DATE. 

For now, can you please complete this very short 3 minute survey NOTE TO 
TYPESETTER: THIS LEADS TO OLD INFORMATION which includes a request to 
confirm your attendance? The deadline for this is DATE.

Due to the nature of the session and the short amount of time we have 
together, Zoom participation will not be available. Apologies for any 
inconvenience and thanks for understanding. 

Notes for Small-Group Facilitators

Some Fellows may be unfamiliar with, or misinformed about, the context  
of this design challenge. A previous CEO noted: ‘It’s really important  
to make sure the audience has every opportunity to ask questions  
and get as much info as possible about the challenge and context…  
The extra time helped to boost the level of empathy which can help 
propel you through…an exhausting or exhilarating process. ‘ 

(Remember the group has only 3 hours for the sprint instead of the usual  
5 days!)

It is therefore important that you:
• Hold the safe space and uphold the agreed ground rules for questions. If 

people feel able to ask questions and get information, they are more likely  
to invest in the process. 

• Implement the problem-solving process using the recommended sprint tools. 
• After the break, ask Fellows to report back to the group and formulate a plan 

so that the guest can take the solution(s) forward and can assess the impact 
by the end of the Fellowship. 

Class 11: Social Impact  
(Design Challenge)
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Class 12: 
Co-Founder 
Conflict & 
Founder  
Wellness

Class 12: Co-Founder 
Conflict & Founder Wellness 
Read this first

Before the class
Invite panellists. Suitable invitees might include: CEOs, HR managers,  
previous SLP Fellows. Aim for a panel of about four people. Previous  
panellists have included:

Kurt Breitenkamp, SLP Fellow, former CTO, Intezyne Tech.

Rick Cooper, Tech Coast Angels, CEO in Cleantech

Lee Wills Irvine, Sr. Manager Human Resources, Qualcomm

Michelle Youngers, CEO of ScienceMedia

Invite life coaches/stress experts. You have a lot of choice here. By now you 
have some personal knowledge of your cohort: what sort of approach would 
most benefit them? What would they be most receptive to? Most people 
already know the standard advice (‘get enough sleep/exercise/eat sensibly/
relax at a spa’) but may find it difficult to follow when under pressure. A 
different approach (perhaps a single powerful technique they can learn during 
one workshop) might stimulate them more and/or feel easier to integrate with 
their busy lives. In the past, speakers Claire Sewell https://www.linkedin.
com/in/claire-sewell-0981425/ and Gary Cole https://www.linkedin.com/
in/gary-cole-0269741/ have run workshops on transforming perceptions for 
this session. 

In this 3-hour workshop/panel activity, Fellows will: 
• Discover ways of protecting themselves from stress and burnout
• Have the opportunity to put questions about co-founder conflict  

and other difficulties to an experienced panel
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You might also want to invite  
a founder or co-founder willing  
to serve as a case study.

Check the requirements of 
workshop leaders (equipment, 
breakout rooms, furniture layout). 

Invite Fellows. Let them know  
if there’s going to be physical  
work involved so they can  
dress appropriately. 

During the class 
1 Workshop: This should more or  

less run itself, but be ready to  
assist if need be and keep an  
eye on the time.

2 Panel: Tough Conversations: 
resolving conflict with founders, 
employees, advisors and boards

 Again, this should pretty well run 
itself, but the document ‘Questions 
for Panel’ gives some suggestions 
that have proved useful in the past.

After the class
• Thank the guests
• Remind the group to fill  

in the typeform
• Write up your CEO’s report

Questions for panel (sample) 

Founder-focused
• In any company, how similar should the vision of co-founders be? 
• At the outset, is it worth spending time on clarifying the vision, principles,  

and bylaws, even when this is at the expense of working on the product?
• Equal splits among founders are supposedly a bad idea. How should founders 

split initial equity? Is it worth using founder equity calculators to assign 
ownership?

• Co-founders are often brought together by shared vision and insight, but  
this can mean narrow skill sets. How can we broaden a team’s skills without 
over-diluting?

• Have you ever fired a co-founder?
• When VC money, boards, or other employees are involved, what are best 

practices for sharing co-founder conflict with the other interested parties? 
• Some people say it’s best to be a solo founder. What are your experiences 

with founding teams?
 
Employee-focused
• Without money, how did you attract your first employee?
• Has anyone used a furlough mechanism for employment,  

with or without success?
• How important are the first few hires in shaping the culture of the company?
• People often say, ‘Hire slow, fire fast.’ In your experience, is there wisdom  

in this saying? Can you give us any examples or counterexamples?
• When you are interviewing for posts out of your area of expertise,  

what are the best ways to assess competence? 
• What training is involved for early stage employees? Is it best to give  

them freedom?
 

Class 12: Co-Founder  
Conflict & Founder Wellness
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Boards – and advisors-focused
• How early is it necessary to form a board – at some threshold of capital 

investment?
• How should I choose, attract and reward an advisory board? Is there 

anything I can use besides the token equity and annual options?
• What responsibilities and powers should the board have?
• I’m a founder looking for VC investment. What terms should I aim for  

in terms of representation on the board? 
• I’ve heard that ‘advisor boards’ are not useful when compared to executive 

boards, in large part because advisors don’t meet monthly to keep track of 
the organization. Is it worth having big name advisors for the nominal benefit? 
Are there other good reasons for advisor boards?

• As a founder, how do you decide if/when it is the best time to give up the 
CEO reins? Is there a way to assess when the board will replace the CEO, 
and what to do about it? 

Sample specific questions, geared toward panellist backgrounds
Several of the questions above are more appropriate for certain panellists. The 
questions below (now anonymised) were devised for individual panellists then 
opened to the group. They are listed here as examples of how to frame more 
individual questions.

• Ms. T - You were CFO of XYZ, a drug discovery company from the beginning 
until it was acquired by YYY. Can you tell us about some of the fiscal 
considerations you made throughout the startup process, and what concerns 
and solutions you had during the acquisition?

• Mr. M - You’ve been in many C-suite positions and involved with many joint 
ventures in the automotive and consumer electronics industries. What 
insights has this provided into what makes a good team, and what makes  
a fruitful corporate collaboration? 

• Ms. J – JTECH is a massive company. What have you found to be the best 
techniques for resolving conflict among interested parties, especially those 
with technical backgrounds and perhaps lacking in social skill sets? 

• Mr. B - As co-founder and CTO of a biotech company, what were some  
of the issues you faced as you helped grow the company? Did you have  
to work through tricky founder-employee relationships? 
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Class 13: 
Negotiation 
Workshop 

Class 13:  
Negotiation Workshop 
Read this first

Sample Agenda

18:30: Announcements, recommended books, negotiation workshop exercise.

19:00: Introduction of guests.

19:10: Q&A panel with guests discussing different aspects of negotiation.

20.00: 5-minute break. Class splits into 2 groups:
 1 Sales negotiations
 2 Investor and board negotiations

20.30: Groups switch places

21.00: Short summary discussion (optional for guests)

21.30: End

In this 3-hour workshop and panel session,  
Fellows will: 
• Role-play a negotiation under time pressure 
• Discuss the results and implications of that exercise
• Take part in a Q&A session with experienced negotiators
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Before the class
Conduct a survey among the 
Fellows (if you wish) to find out what 
aspects of negotiation most interest 
them. The result may influence your 
choice of guests and/or you could 
share it with guests. 

Use SLP network to find guests 
with experience in negotiation. Past 
guests have included Brian Fitzpatrick, 
General Manager at IPONWEB; Johan 
Gericke, Regional Sales Manager at 
SmartTasking; Matthew Shenkman, 
Managing Director at TAP Advisors. 

Invite Fellows and inform them of the 
recommended reading. Past choices 
have included the following: 
Never Split the Difference by Chris 
Voss https://tinyurl.com/yau74yv4

Neurologic by Eliezer Sternberg 
https://www.goodreads.com/book/
show/25387312-neurologic 

Both books focus on the emotional 
and unconscious aspects of decision 
making.

Recommended reading for the 
class CEO (suggestions from a  
past CEO): 
Talk: the science of conversation by 
Elizabeth Stokoe https://tinyurl.
com/y9t9msll

Planning the session – some tips
1 The exercise

• You are under no obligation to 
repeat past exercises if you have 
a better idea, but if you would  
like to use the exercise from  
Chris Voss’s Never Split the 
Difference, please see ‘The 
Ultimatum Game’ document for 
details. If you do this, you’ll need 
enough ‘SLP £10 notes’ to give 
£10 to half of your group 

• It can be very helpful to prepare 
a slide with a clear description 
or visual representation of your 
workshop exercise 

• If you are intending to use 
the Voss exercise (see ‘The 
Ultimatum Game’ document), 
past experience suggests that 
2 minutes is not enough for the 
negotiation part

• Be sure to allow enough 
discussion time after the activity, 
especially if the results are 
unexpected

2 The Q&A 
• Don’t leave too many questions 

until the group breaks into two 
• To avoid discussion being 

dominated by one person, or 
anyone being left out, it may help 
to allot Fellows a certain number 
of questions each

• For some idea of what came out 
of the 2017-18 panel, see ‘Insights 
from the Panel’

Email to Fellows

Our negotiation workshop and panel will be on DATE. 

We’ll start as usual at 18:30 at LOCATION with networking, food and drinks – 
plus a quick workshop exercise!

At 19:00 we’ll tell you about recommended books and introduce our 
guests. As a result of your feedback we’re focusing mostly on (ASPECTS OF 
NEGOTIATION). Our guests are NAMES/POSITIONS. 

At 19:10 we’ll start a Q&A panel with the guests talking about all aspects  
of negotiation. 

After a 5 minute break at 20:00 we’ll split into two groups, one focused 
specifically on (ASPECT OF NEGOTIATION) the other on (OTHER ASPECT),  
with groups switching places at 20:30.

At 21:00 it’s the usual short summary discussion (optional for our guests).

Registration form:-

https://maxdesiatov.typeform.com/to/lgb78h NOTE TO TYPESETTER:  
THIS LINK RELATES TO 2016/17 AND SHOULD BE USED AS INPUT  
FOR THIS YEAR.

I look forward to seeing you there.

Class 13: Negotiation  
Workshop
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Insights from the panel 
(2017-18)
Guests: Johan Gericke, Regional 
Sales Manager at SmartTasking. 
Matthew Shenkman, Managing 
Director at TAP Advisors

Lots of Fellows wanted advice on 
the silent treatment (when you get 
no email/callbacks from clients or 
investors after the first approach, or 
even in the middle of a negotiation). 
The best measure against this is 
extensive background research and 
an understanding of who makes the 
decisions. Frequently, the person you 
directly negotiate with relays this 
information to someone else, perhaps 
at a different level of the organisation. 
During negotiation, it’s important to 
ensure that all participants, even the 
unseen ones, are on the same page.

Valuations: as a startup, it doesn’t 
work so well to anchor to a high 
valuation, especially at a seed stage. 

For most of the seed rounds, there 
is a certain band of valuations that 
are hard to exceed; it’s better to be 
prepared to see an offer from multiple 
investors first and proceed from 
there. Similarly, anchoring to a high 
price when negotiating with a  
client isn’t particularly helpful (and  
be prepared for a client to anchor  
first at a low price).

Hiring negotiations: 
Sales: these mostly work on 
commissions and you should keep  
this in mind when hiring. 

KPIs: any position which has clearly 
defined KPIs (key performance 
indicators), for example in marketing, 
can have compensation tied to those.

Research & Development: posts in 
this area tend to be very differently 
compensated, with quite high base 
salaries and KPIs that are hard to 
measure. Consider rewarding these 
positions with a significant amount of 
equity. As it is vital to have good early 
hires in a startup, also consider long 
probation periods and long periods of 
equity vesting.

Small group discussions: 
Sales: Johan Gericke again 
highlighted the value of background 
research: finding out who you’re 
negotiating with and who is invisible 
but still involved in the negotiation 
and influencing the outcome. 

Investors
A closer look at negotiating valuations 
at the early stage suggests that 
most startups in the seed round 
have a value in the band of £1m-£2m 
while giving away 10-20% of equity 
to investors. While it’s good to have 
leverage with strong traction and 
paying customers, in a lot of cases, 
you should allow investors to start 
first with their valuations. It helps 
when investors see you negotiating 
with other investors, which is a 
leverage in itself.

General comments
Negotiation is part of everyone’s 
daily life. Without negotiation there 

is no progress. A startup founder can 
expect to be constantly engaged in 
negotiation.

Working with investors, clients, and 
employees is not a zero-sum game, 
and proceeding on this understanding 
gets a better outcome for everyone. 

The Ultimatum Game
(from Chris Voss’s Never Split the Difference)

In a nutshell:
The group is put into pairs to negotiate.
Negotiator A has £10 (= SLP pounds); B has no money.
The task is for A and B to negotiate how to split the £10 between them  
in a limited amount of time. 
If they fail to agree by the end of that time, both of them lose everything.

Initially it would seem that B has no leverage, but if B refuses a proposed split, 
A loses the entire £10.

According to Chris Voss, when multiple groups run this exercise the distribution 
of resulting splits is very variable, showing that people’s perception of fairness 
is highly subjective. In one SLP group, however, most of the pairs split the 
money equally – so be prepared for unexpected results and, where possible, 
turn them to advantage in the discussion afterwards. For example, you might 
explore whether the result would have been different if:

• The money was real
• The sum was much higher than £10
• The negotiation period was longer
• The negotiators didn’t know one another
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Class 14: 
Valuations 
and Exits

Class 14:  
Valuations and Exits  
Read this first

Before the class
A pre-class survey on what Fellows need/would like can be helpful, as groups 
come from very different backgrounds and bring different skillsets. For example, 
would your group benefit from a presentation on the different valuation 
methodologies used to value startups when they raise money, and upon exit? 
When some Fellows are still at the idea stage, and others are thinking 
 in terms of exit plans, it is a challenge to plan a class that will satisfy 
everyone’s objectives. A past CEO reports: ‘I would advise next year’s CEO  
to consider splitting the class into two streams – one for Fellows with no/
limited knowledge on the topic and another for Fellows who have already  
been through a valuation and now have more specific concerns.’ 

Invite guests
In past years it has proved helpful to have two viewpoints, that of investors  
and that of founders/entrepreneurs. Previous guests include: 

Gabriele Dini, Senior Investment Manager at Breed Reply

Alexandre Covello, Founder and CEO of AngelsCube

Vishnu Chundi, Co-Founder and CEO

Sandeep Reddy, Co-Founder and Chief Operating Officer at StockViews

Tushir Patel, Co-Founder of Capium 

In this 3- hour class, Fellows will benefit from: 
• A guest presentation/case study (plus Q&A) on valuation methods 
• A panel on investors’ perspectives on valuation
• A panel on entrepreneurs’ perspectives on valuation
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Invite Fellows 
See ‘Email to Fellows’ document.

Decide whether to split class  
into two ‘streams’ according to  
their experience in this area.

Reading
There are no pre-readings for this 
class, but one Class CEO shared the 
following book suggestions so that 
Fellows could get ahead:

Competition Demystified: A 
Radically Simplified Approach 
to Business Strategy, by Bruce 
Greenwald and Judd Kahn. https://
tinyurl.com/yckdy33n This book 
explains competitive strategy in 
simple terms.

The Autobiography of Benjamin 
Franklin https://tinyurl.com/
y7sjc6pa Franklin reveals himself  
as down-to-earth and approachable, 
a man who faces up to mistakes 
he has made. He presents personal 
success as something within the 
reach of anyone willing to work  
hard enough for it.

Possible agenda
The class falls into 3 parts (bear  
in mind that you may also need to 
juggle two ‘streams’). For flexibility,  
no timings are given here.

1 Presentation/Case Study on 
valuation methods followed  
by Q&A (I guest). 

2 Panel: Investors’ perspective on 
valuation (another guest joins for 
this activity). 

3 Panel: Entrepreneurs’ perspective  
(3 new guests. Earlier guests free  
to leave).

During the class
Keep an eye on the time.

If you suspect less experienced 
Fellows are being left behind in  
the discussion, it might be an idea  
to put some clarifying questions  
on their behalf. 

Thank guests

Email to Fellows

This is to welcome you to the class on valuations/exits on DATE at LOCATION.
 
We’ll start at 6.30 pm, so please be on time.
 
The class will be split in 3 parts and we have (NUMBER) amazing speakers: 
 
1 ACTIVITY AND GUEST(S)
2 ACTIVITY AND GUEST(S)
3 ACTIVITY AND GUEST(S)

There are no pre-readings for this class, but you might be interested in the 
following: _______________. 

I look forward to seeing you there.

Class 14: Valuations  
and Exits
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Class 15: 
Pitch Selections 
& Practice 

Class 15:  
Pitch Selections & Practice
Read this first

Before the class

Invite guests. You might consider:
• Mentors from Techstars and Seedcamp
• Speaking coaches
• People with technology and product experience
• People from outside the SLP network

For example, past guests have included:

Jules Mckeen, https://www.linkedin.com/in/julie-mckeen-2b50a14/
Carl Petrou, https://www.linkedin.com/in/carlpetrou/
Vinita Rathi, https://www.linkedin.com/in/vinitarathi/

Before issuing invitations you might want to check whether the group would 
prefer a particular kind of feedback. For example, should feedback focus 
more on ‘chemistry’ (positioning, tone, style delivery) or on ‘physics’ (business 
model and unit economic critiques)? 

In this 3- hour session, Fellows will: 
• Get pitching tips from experts
• Hone their 3-minute Demo Day pitches, including Q&A,  

in a friendly environment 
• Get feedback from expert mentors 
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Email Fellows asking for confirmation of attendance and reminding them  
to send you their pitch deck (see ‘Email to Fellows 1’).

Confirm details of attendees (see ‘Email to Fellows 2’).

Follow up later on pitch decks if necessary.

Possible Agenda

18:30 Networking, food and drinks.

19:00 Welcome, housekeeping and book recommendations.

19:05 A member of the Programme Team gives an overview of the  
 upcoming demo day and answers questions to help with  
 Fellows’ preparations.

19:15 Introduce guests. Ask each for a summary of their best tips  
 for Demo Days.

19:30-21:00 Pitch Practice. 3-minute pitch followed by:
 • 2 minutes of Q&A from the mentors
 • 5 minutes of feedback:
  o Practical advice/feedback on the pitch
  o Practical advice/feedback on your Q&A response
  o Practical advice/feedback on what Q&A to expect

 21:00-21:30 Wrap up

Tips
Given the elective nature of the class, it makes sense to expect cancellations, 
schedule changes and last-minute adjustments. Have someone from the team 
lined up to help with these so you don’t have to be in two places at once.
 
Afterwards
Thank guests.
Remind Fellows to complete the typeform.
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Email to Fellows 1

There’s a demo day practice session (optional) on the 5th of March. 

The aim is to provide a friendly environment to pitch and get ready for the 
demo day two weeks later.

Please could you let me know:

A) If you’ll be attending (just to get the numbers and timing right) and 

B) What would be most valuable to you on the evening? 

Would you like to recreate the demo day as closely as possible: stand up and 
do a practice pitch plus Q&A in front of an audience? 

Or would you prefer something more like a clinic where you get insight from 
guests, plus some feedback on your pitch?

Depending on your answers and the number of people attending, we’ll do our 
best to give you what you want within the time available.

Email to Fellows 2

The demo day practice class will be at TIME, DATE, VENUE. 

If you’re attending, please send me your pitch deck by DATE

Our mentors for the evening will be: NAMES, POSITIONS

The following people have confirmed that they are attending and pitching:
NAMES

The following people are attending but not pitching:
NAMES

We’ll start as usual at 18:30 at LOCATION with networking, food and drinks.

The schedule for the evening is as follows:
19:00 Welcome, housekeeping and book recommendations.

19:05 Overview of the demo day on DATE. Q&A to help with  
 your preparations.

19:15 Introduction of our guests. Each guest will give a summary  
 of their best tips for demo days.

19:30-21:00 Pitch practice - 3-minute pitch followed by:
 • 2 minutes of Q&A from the mentors
 • 5 minutes of practical advice/feedback on:
  o the pitch
  o your Q&A response
  o what Q&A to expect

21:00-21:30 Wrap up.

Any cancellations, decisions to attend after all or other changes of plan –  
please let me know ASAP!

Looking forward to what will be a great evening, 

Class 15: Pitch Selections  
& Practice 
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Class 16: 
VC for a Day

Class 16: VC for a Day 
Read this first

First of all, note that this is a very well-documented session. A small 
part of the documentation is reproduced here, but to see all the relevant 
online documents, go to https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6qnociqzucvz7vu/
AAAY6bbKcCxEP-zMa3D8AEJta?dl=0

This final day-long class is the highlight of the year and the most fun of all the 
sessions. Fellows get to play VCs for a day, negotiating deals with three or four 
real-world startups and then reporting back to their ‘Investment Committees’ 
(seasoned VCs). The startups are usually external, and have the opportunity  
of also getting feedback from the VCs. It is a fast-paced, high-energy session.

In this all-day class, Fellows will: 
• Put into practice tools learned over the course of the year
• Play the role of VCs
• Assess the pitches of real-life startups
• Simulate going through the process of due diligence
• Negotiate a ‘deal’ with a startup
• Report back to an ‘Investment Committee’
• Receive feedback on their performance as venture capitalists
• Gain insights into the thinking processes of VCs which will help them 

secure funding at a later date
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The online documentation consists  
of the following:
1 Schedule
2 Sample Email - Startups & Judges
3 VC Fund Instructions
4a Startup Instructions
4b Startup Scoring Form 
4c Startup Voting Form
5a Fellow Team Instructions and Rules
5b Teams
6a VC Judge Instructions
6b Judge Scoring Form
6c Judge Voting Form 
7a Fellow Team Tools:  
 Term Sheet Calculations
7b Fellow Team Tools: Simplified P&L  
 Model and Exit Expectations 
7c Fellow Team Tools: Brief DD Guide
7d Fellow Team Tools:  
 Term Sheet Template
7e Fellow Team Tools: Investment  
 Committee Report (ppt)
8 Judges’ Panel (example only)
9 Final Scoring Form 

This is also an unusual session – it 
is NOT about pitching for business. 
Instead, Fellows play the role of VCs 
and are pitched to by actual startups. 
They then have to justify their deals 
to real VCs, as follows:
 
• Real-life startups pitch  

to SLP syndicates 
• Real VCs observe
• ‘Deals’ are struck

lawyers. If you have a sponsor, invite 
your sponsor to this event – it’s a lot 
of fun. 

Saturdays can be challenging when 
it comes to inviting guests. Give 
invitees a copy of the agenda so they 
can see clearly what the day looks 
like. They are only needed for three 
hours. Even so, expect to get refusals 
and start issuing invitations well  
in advance! 

Before the class:  
managing/supporting those 
taking part

1) The SLP ‘VCs’ 
Divide the SLP ‘VCs’ into teams. 
Fellows will have varying degrees 
of experience with investment 
evaluation. Level the playing field 
(as far as possible) by ensuring each 
team has a balance of more and less 
experienced members. Let Fellows 
know in advance who their team 
mates are – this makes it easier to 
ensure each team has everything  
it needs (for example, a laptop).

Give each team resources that will 
give them a better understanding  
of how VCs make decisions.

Warn teams in advance that each 
team will need at least one laptop.

2-3 days prior, email executive 
summaries and instruction packages 
to teams.

• Startups pitch directly to VCs
• Real VCs give their verdict on which 

SLP syndicates are the best ‘VCs for 
a day’

Before the class: invitations
Find some impressive startups, 
ideally from outside SLP, that are 
currently out there and fundraising 
They should be at roughly the same 
stage. Each startup can bring two 
management team members to run 
the game (plus a maximum of two 
further guests – four people in total). 
The incentives for guest startups are 
a) negotiation practice b) access to 
the VCs that attend. As a backup, you 
can use current Fellows or alumni. 

You may find it useful to keep 
the investment ask within certain 
parameters. Doing so will a) 
encourage SLP syndicates to engage 
in process-driven decision making and 
b) make it easier to compare value 
propositions and investment ROI. You 
might also vet the startups by having 
them pitch to you beforehand. 

Past startups have included Jafa.
co.uk , Allbymama.com, Oddbox.co.uk, 
Theunibox.com and Dialoguefirst.
co.uk.

Find VC panellists with investment 
experience and skillsets to judge the 
performance of the SLP syndicates. 
You need three investors to be part of 
the Investment Committee; seasoned 
entrepreneurs who have raised money 
would also be useful here, as would 

Send Fellow teams the 
entrepreneurs’ pitch decks ahead 
of time. Ask the teams to read 
everything in advance since they 
will only have 35 minutes with each 
startup and will want to dive right in.

Walk teams through the blank 
investment committee presentation 
(and P&L model) so they know what 
they are expected to fill out. You 
might also walk them through the 
term sheet and term sheet model 
to make sure everyone remembers 
what those are, the important 
definitions and how to calculate 
various exit scenarios.

2) The Entrepreneurs
TIP: it helps to have just 
one person in charge of the 
entrepreneurs rather than multiple 
people coordinating.

Print out signs for the entrepreneurs 
to put outside the rooms where they 
will be negotiating. 

Send the entrepreneurs the 
blank SLP deck (the one that gets 
presented to the LPs) and the term 
sheet so they know what the teams 
are going to be asking. 

3) The Judges
Package all the documents for each 
startup and also each judge in an 
individual folder.
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4) Other
One of those tiny things that can 
cause trouble: decide what you will 
use for time-keeping (a bell? An 
alarm?) and make sure it’s available/
working.

On the day:  
managing/supporting those 
taking part

1) The Entrepreneurs 
Sit down with the entrepreneurs 
before the due diligence sessions 
start. Explain the rules of the game 
and what they should expect. Walk 
them through the term sheet to make 
sure they’re clear on everything. 

Encourage them to hold out on 
accepting term sheets until they have 
negotiated with several teams.

2) The Judges 
Sit down with all the judges in a 
room when they arrive and explain 
what is going on. Give them copies 
of all of the key information that the 
SLP teams have (blank investment 
committee presentation, team rules, 
etc.) so that they are comfortable 
with the rules of the game. Don’t let 
entrepreneurs pitch to the VCs until 
all VCs have heard all the instructions.

12:00 noon Lunch is somewhere. Grab and keep deal-making  
 (no lunch break)!

1:30 PM WARNING! Teams – SIGN a deal by this time so you have  
 at least an hour to prepare for the tough Investment  
 Committee meeting.

1:30 PM VC judges arrive. The organisers explain the rules to them.  
 Judges listen to the entrepreneurs’ pitches (10 minutes per  
 startup this time).

2:30 PM Deal or no deal, time’s up! Teams hand in the Investment  
 Committee Report (the deal they got or the deal they wish 
  they had done).

2:40 PM SLP teams report back to the Investment Committee.  
 Presentations/Q&A. 

 20 minutes per team (10 for presentation, 10 for Q&A).

4:00 PM Judges and entrepreneurs hand in score sheets.

 30-minute session on lessons learned.

4:30 PM Awards ceremony, networking and on-site social  
 (bring in the beers!).

5:00 PM Optional end-of-day social.

Your biggest challenge may be sticking to the schedule. Over and above 
the actual competition, it’s important to optimise time for conversation so that 
guests are able to network.

Remind the teams later on that the most important aspect of the day wasn’t 
‘deal or no deal’ but having the opportunity to see things through the eyes  
of a VC.

On the day: possible schedule
Teams and entrepreneurs are seated by 9:00 AM on the day of the event. 
Venture capitalist judges are seated by 1.30 on the day of the event.

8:45 AM Arrival of entrepreneurs and Fellows. Breakfast.

9:00 AM Pitches start. Entrepreneurs pitch to all teams  
 (seated as one large group). 
 15 minutes for each startup. No Q&A.

9:40 AM Overview of the rest of the day (10 minutes of rules).

10:00 AM Start due diligence (say, 4 startups get 15 minutes  
 with each team).

11:00 AM  Due diligence ends. Go, go, go!
 Teams start drafting initial term sheet offers.
 Teams start negotiating with one or more startups.  
 Get a deal signed!
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Email to Fellows 1

Hope you’re having a good week.

NAME and I are joint CEOs of the Investor Pitching Competition due to 
take place in a few weeks’ time. This event gives you the opportunity to put 
yourselves in an investor’s shoes for a day, choosing a startup to invest in and 
agreeing terms. You’ll be looking at a real-life startup through the eyes of an 
investor, and in doing so you’ll understand better how to assess your own 
startup. We hope the event will benefit all Fellows regardless of whether  
you are currently seeking investment. 

Overview
• For the day, your study group will be a syndicate with control over an 

investment fund. You’ll be pitched to by a number of real-life startups actively 
raising investment

• As a syndicate, you’ll need to i) decide which startup you want to invest in, 
ii) agree the terms within which you will invest your syndicate’s fund, and iii) 
draw up a term sheet with the startup (NAME’S class in January should prove 
very helpful in doing this!)

• At the end of the day, you’ll present the deal you have done to a panel of 
investor judges (actual VCs) who will provide feedback and choose a winning 
syndicate

Details
DATE, TIME VENUE 

Please let us know if you are unable to attend. Given the interactive 
nature of the day, it will be difficult to accommodate Zoom.
As we approach the day itself, we’ll:
• provide information on the startups
• advise on how you should structure your study group syndicate
• send out materials for pre-reading/viewing

Right now, we’re assembling the panel of investors! Can you recommend anyone 
you think would be interested? We’re looking for angels and early-stage VCs 
(the startups that will be pitching are raising somewhere between £150k-500k). 
This is a good opportunity for Fellows to strengthen existing investor 

Email to Fellows 2

As promised, an update on this Saturday’s class. Various information is attached 
to this email and also located in the shared SLP folder at https://www.dropbox.
com/sh/6qnociqzucvz7vu/AAAY6bbKcCxEP-zMa3D8AEJta?dl=0

Please arrive at TIME, VENUE.
• You will be split into teams of three. The Fellows in each team are as follows: 

NAMES. 
• Each team needs to bring AT LEAST ONE LAPTOP. 
• Attached to this email:

o The funding scenario for the day
o Executive summaries of the 5 pitching startups
o ‘Instructions for Fellows’ document

See also the Team Instructions and Rules. 

Judges’ biographies to follow.

IMPORTANT!
Any information provided by the startups, either prior to the class or  
on the day itself, is to be treated as strictly private and confidential.

Class 16: VC for a Day relationships, and for investors to meet interesting startups and entrepreneurs. 
Do let us know if you have any contacts that you think would be suitable.

Have a great weekend,
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Instructions for startups
 
Thank you for attending the SLP VC 
competition. Your involvement means 
a great deal to us. Here are some 
important details. 

Where: LOCATION
When: DATE Please try to arrive by 
1:30 PM on the day of the event.

What type of event is SLP VC 
Competition?
The SLP VC Competition is not a 
business plan competition. Each 
team is playing the role of a venture 
capital firm that is pitching a deal 
to its Limited Partners, who are 
a tough bunch. Teams will read 
information about the available 
investment opportunities ahead of 
time, participate in a 35-minute due 
diligence meeting with each startup, 
attempt to negotiate a deal with one 
of the startups, and then pitch their 
decisions to the Limited Partners,  
who are real VCs. 

How do you benefit?
You’ll have a ring-side seat at the 
proceedings. The due diligence 
process will teach you a lot about the 
line of questioning you can expect 
from real VCs. When the VCs ask 
questions of the competitors during 
the day, you are welcome to sit in 
on all the discussions; you’ll get the 
viewpoints of the VCs and of the 
competing teams. During and after 
the competition you’ll get a chance 
to network with the VCs who are 

judging the competition and get tips 
on your own business plans. 

What we need from you in 
advance:
1 Executive summary for your 

business (1-2 pages). Deadline: 
DATE/TIME

 Organizers will email this to the 
teams two days in advance of the 
competition, giving them time to 
familiarize themselves with the 
companies.

2 Slides for your presentation (no 
more than 15). Deadline: DATE/TIME

 Organizers will print copies for 
the teams and distribute during 
Saturday’s presentations to help 
guide the due diligence process. 

3 Names and titles of any other 
members of your team that will be 
attending (you are allowed a total 
of two managers to take part in 
the activity, plus a maximum of two 
other guests). Deadline: DATE/TIME

What should be included in the 
presentation?
Your presentation should be a 
typical VC-oriented pitch deck (with 
information on product/technology, 
market opportunity, competition, 
business model, team, etc.). Please be 
sure to include the amount you are 
raising and a P&L forecast (minimum 
of 3 years if possible) as the teams 
will need these data points to 
complete their due diligence and  
term sheet analysis.

What do you need to do on the day 
of the event?
In the morning, you’ll give a 15-minute 
pitch for your startup company in 
front of an audience comprised of 4 
teams. Pitch as you would normally 
pitch to a real venture capitalist. 
Teams are not allowed to ask you  
any questions during this time. 

After all startups are done pitching, 
you will be assigned a room. The VC 
teams will conduct due diligence by 
coming in to meet with you. Each 
team will have 18 minutes to ask 
you questions. If different teams ask 
similar questions, please be consistent 
with the answers.

Afterwards, teams will come back and 
attempt to negotiate a deal with you. 
You can only sign one term sheet. 

During the afternoon, when the real-
life VCs show up, you’ll have another 
chance to deliver shorter 10-minute 
pitches to them so they understand 
all about your company in advance  
of evaluating the LP presentations. 

Scoring and voting
You’ll receive a scoring sheet and 
mark each team out of a maximum  
of 25 points based on a presentation. 
We ask you to put down a numerical 
score immediately after observing 
each presentation, and to mark  
your 1st and 2nd choices on the 
voting form. 

Contacts for the day of the competition

Name Email Phone

Name Email address Phone #

Name Email address Phone #

Name Email address Phone #

Name Email address Phone #
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VC judge instructions 
 
Thank you for attending the SLP VC 
competition. Your involvement means 
a great deal to us. Here are some 
important details. 

TIME, DATE, LOCATION

What type of event is the SLP VC 
Competition?
The SLP VC Competition is not a 
business plan competition. Each team 
is playing the role of a venture capital 
firm that is pitching a deal to its 
Limited Partners (that would be you), 
who are a tough bunch. Teams will 
read information about the available 
investment opportunities ahead of 
time, participate in a 35-minute due 
diligence meeting with each startup, 
attempt to negotiate a deal with one 
of the startups, and then pitch their 

decisions to judges who are real VCs, 
and are playing the role of a tough 
Investment Committee. 

How do you judge?
You will receive a scoring sheet and 
mark each team out of a maximum of 
50 points based on a presentation. 
We ask you to put down a numerical 
score immediately after observing 
each presentation, and to mark  
your 1st and 2nd choices on the 
voting form. 

Contacts for the day of the competition

Name Email Phone

Name Email address Phone #

Name Email address Phone #

Name Email address Phone #

Name Email address Phone #

Additional notes:

For this session you will need the 
following files:

#16 INVESTOR PITCHING 
COMPETITION
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Class 17: Reflections:  
how will I change the world? 
Read this first

Class 17: 
Reflections:  
how will I 
change the 
world?

Overview
This class offers more scope for individual preference than most: at this stage 
of the year, Fellows have plenty of experience to draw upon, and there are 
numerous techniques for encouraging reflection in groups. What follows, 
therefore, is based on just one CEO’s plan. It gives a sense of the range  
of possible activities, but is in no way prescriptive. 

The process of reflection implies giving ‘much needed consideration’ to a 
topic. When that topic is someone’s personal journey, ideally the consideration 
produces insights that can be put to practical use. The person reflecting needs 
to know what to do with those insights and how best to use them  
in going forward. The class is therefore split into three sessions:

‘Your mind is like this water, my friend. When it is agitated, it becomes difficult 
to see. But if you allow it to settle, the answer becomes clear.’ 

Master Oogway, Kung Fu Panda.

In this 3-hour class, Fellows will: 
• Reflect upon the current state of their businesses or business ideas
• Reflect upon themselves as founders/entrepreneurs 
• Reflect upon SLP’s impact upon their entrepreneurial journeys
• Learn some mindfulness techniques useful for anchoring  

consciousness in the present
• Consider and clarify personal, professional and social goals  

for the future
• Share goals with a buddy and commit to reminding the buddy  

of his/her goals 
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• Past: reflection and introspection
• Present: mindfulness
• Future: goals 
In a previous Reflections class, the 
mindfulness session was led by one 
of the Fellows (Stacie Graham). If you 
have a Fellow in your cohort who 
can assume such a role, it helps to 
create a feeling of safety by keeping 
the class completely ‘internal’. If 
there is nobody who can fill that 
role, you might decide to invite a 
guest for that session or to dispense 
with mindfulness and use the time 
differently.

Before the class
• Invite guests, if any (decide whether 

to bring in an external practitioner) 
• Plan how to minimise the time 

taken up in changing from Fellow 
to Fellow when the slides are 
being shown. Load all slides on one 
laptop, perhaps? 

• Have pens, paper and envelopes 
ready for the final activity. Charge 
expenses to the Programme Team

• Invite Fellows (the ‘Email to Fellows’ 
document assumes the suggested 
agenda (below) is being followed)

Possible agenda
18: 30 The usual housekeeping  
 announcements, books, etc.

18:40 Past: personal reflections with  
 slides (total maximum 3  
 minutes per Fellow). 

 Slide 1: The current state of  
 the business or business idea 

 Slide 2: The Fellow as a  
 founder/entrepreneur 

  Slide 3: How SLP has  
 transformed the Fellow’s  
 entrepreneurial journey

 For more detail, see ‘Email for  
 Fellows’ document.

19:45 Present: mindfulness session.  
 A mindfulness practitioner  
 explains the areas of  
 mindfulness that have been  
 empirically shown to have  
 strong positive impact, then  
 leads Fellows in a brief  
 meditation. Lastly, the  
 practitioner gives guidance on  
 how to integrate mindfulness  
 into everyday activities.

20:30 Future: goals. Fellows write  
 down their goals. Instead of  
 typing them into a laptop and/ 
 or listing them under bullet  
 points, Fellows should write  
 the goals by hand and also  
 visualise them, seeing how  
 things will be when those  
 goals are achieved. They  
 should try to feel gratitude  
 for the goals while writing  
 them down, as if they have  
 already been achieved.  
 The goals are listed under  
 3 headings:

• Personal: heart, body, mind 
and soul (with timelines)

• Professional: where they aim 
to be in 1 month/2 months/ 
3 months from now (with 
specific milestones)

• Social: how they intend to 
make a social difference.  
For who? By when?

Finally, Fellows make two copies of 
these lists of goals, each copy on 
a sheet of paper. Fellows pair up 
with a buddy and together buddies 
share their goals. Then each buddy 
seals one copy of his/her list in a 
self-addressed envelope and they 
exchange envelopes. In one month’s 
time, as a reminder, buddies will send 
back the envelope to the Fellow 
whose goals are written inside it. 

21:00 End
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Email to Fellows 1

This is to welcome all of you to the ‘Reflections’ session on TIME, DATE, VENUE. 

We won’t be inviting any external speakers as we’re keeping this class an 
internal learning day. The intention is to create a safe and unthreatening space 
so that people can share their reflections more fully. It also means we have 
to make the class work all by ourselves, so please put real thought into your 
presentation and make it a great foundation for the day’s activities. Come to 
the session with plenty of enthusiasm – we’ll have fun!

What to prepare
Create 3 slides (presentation time: total of 3 mins max) that explain  
the following:
Slide 1: The current state of your business or business idea 
Objective: to provide one tangible problem that the group of Fellows might  
 be able to help you with. 

Slide 2: You as a founder/entrepreneur 
Objective: to use language (adjectives, verbs) that best describes you/your  
 core strengths (you can give one or two examples) and a few  
 strengths you aspire to/would like to have.

Slide 3: How SLP has transformed your entrepreneurial journey
Objective: to provide one example of an interaction with another Fellow  
 or group of Fellows/mentors that has changed your business  
 or your perspective on entrepreneurship.

Class 17: Reflections: how 
will I change the world?

Tips: 
• The slides are there to support your spoken reflections, so you needn’t 

provide much structure or information. Pictures work well, but if you’d prefer 
to just list words (e.g. for slide 2) that will be fine. The idea is to meet the 
objectives in a simple manner

• The more open people are, the more rewarding this activity is 

As far as possible, I’ll try to make the Zoom participants feel included.  
Please excuse me if this doesn’t translate fully – I’ll do my best! 

Feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 
I look forward to seeing you there.
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Class 18: 
Demo Day/ 
Investors’ 
Evening

Class 18: Demo Day/
Investors’ Evening 
Read this first

Overview
The shape of the evening:

• 30 mins of networking
• Pitching for 5 minutes per Fellow: 3 minute pitch, 2 minutes Q&A. 
• Further networking

Before the event
• Set up the Eventbrite page
• Collate updated versions of Fellows’ pitch decks and businesses for the 

brochure. Start this well in advance - and keep nudging! For an example see 
‘SLP Investors’ Evening 2018’ document. This was produced with the help  
of David Milligan from DMD Agency, who is recommended for his attention  
to detail and willingness to help with last-minute alterations mailto: 
david.milligan@hotmail.co.uk

• Invite guests
• Coordinate Fellows for the evening (order of pitching)
• Choose a signal (bell, whistle?) to warn Fellows of the approaching end  

of their time and move them on promptly
• Enlist some helpers. You have both guests and Fellows to coordinate on the 

During this 2.5-hour final event, Fellows: 
• Network with potential investors, alumni and guests
• Pitch (and answer questions)
• Put into practice skills learned during the entire programme
• Celebrate their entrepreneurial journey
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evening: teamwork is vital when you’re managing large numbers of people 
under time pressure

During the event: tips 
• Keep a tight handle on the time – the evening ends at 9:00 PM.
• On an occasion like this, little details/extras make all the difference. Fun is 

the key, important both in keeping the audience engaged and in creating a 
safe, welcoming environment for the Fellows. Things like introductions and 
applause take the edge off a potentially nerve-racking experience

After the event
Thanks, type forms and write-up.

Email to Fellows 1

Just to confirm everything:
1 Here’s the typeform with the details we need for the brochure: 
 https://gautamkumar8.typeform.com/to/irlhSq (UPDATE?) 
2 Here’s the dropbox folder for your photos or you can email them to me 

directly with the subject line ‘photo’. https://www.dropbox.com/sh/
iiey29vafprn7eb/AADEVnWXn2Vh_-hQzCU0nZ4Da?dl=0 (UPDATE?)

3 Send me email addresses of whoever you’d like to invite (we have already 
sent out invitations to past mentors, etc, so this is just for people you are 
specifically trying to warm up). I’ve included here a copy of the invitation  
(see below). You can send out an invite directly to complement the official  
SLP one we will be sending. 

 Let me know if you want to invite family and friends. I ask this because some 
people may not want their friends and family there or want to pitch in front 
of other people’s families and friends. I just want to make sure everyone is 
comfortable and on the same page. 

4 Please do DM me either by email or WhatsApp should you have any 
questions!

Class CEO
Copy of the invitation: 
Dear Friends and Supporters,

Please join us celebrating The Startup Leadership Programme class of YEAR  
at our Investors’ Evening. You have kindly supported and encouraged us since 
we launched in London and we are proud to invite you to this important event.
The event will be held on DATE at TIME and is kindly hosted by NAME, 
LOCATION.

The evening will be a fast-paced overview from London Fellows (and OTHERS?) 
You will have the chance to meet the Fellows and ask questions during 
networking and drinks. The evening will conclude before 9pm. 

Additional notes:

For this session you will need the following files:

#18 SLP INVESTORS’ EVENING 2018

Class 18: Demo Day/ 
Investors’ Evening
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Please register for the SLP London Investor Evening: 
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/slp-investor-evening-2018-
tickets-43876087559 TYPESETTER, PLEASE UPDATE

Start-ups include: NAMES.

Sectors our companies operate in include LIST.

Some Fellows are seeking investment ranging from AMOUNT to AMOUNT. All 
are operating and growing or are about to launch. Some Fellows are seeking 
support and connections.

Please confirm your attendance on the Eventbrite page.
We look forward to welcoming you at our Investors’ Evening.

Guest Invitation

Please join us celebrating The Startup Leadership Programme class of YEAR at 
their Investors’ Evening. You have kindly supported and encouraged us since  
we launched in London and we are proud to invite you to this important event.

The event will be held on DATE at TIME and is kindly hosted by NAME, 
LOCATION.

The evening will be a fast-paced overview from London Fellows (and OTHERS?) 
You will have the chance to meet the Fellows and ask questions during 
networking and drinks. The evening will conclude before 9pm. 

Please register for the SLP London Investor Evening: 
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/slp-investor-evening-2018-
tickets-43876087559 TYPESETTER, PLEASE UPDATE

Start-ups include: NAMES.

Sectors our companies operate in include LIST.

Some Fellows are seeking investment ranging from AMOUNT to AMOUNT.  
All are operating and growing or are about to launch. Some Fellows are seeking 
support and connections.

Please confirm your attendance on the Eventbrite page.

We look forward to welcoming you at our Investors’ Evening.
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The UK program team have probably 
read, reviewed and debated 
applications and interviews from 
nearly 1,000 entrepreneurs over the 
last seven years. This is a big number 
and got me thinking about what I’ve 
learned playing my part in that process.

What makes a great 
entrepreneur? Are they 
born or made? Can you 
predict who will be 
successful?
There is no doubt that being an 
entrepreneur is in vogue. As a career, 
it easily competes for the best school 
leavers and graduates alongside 
bluechip consultancies, finance 
companies, tech giants and consumer 
businesses. Having the founder card 
can now trump associate, director, 
VP, SVP, EVP. In the U.K. we estimate 
that over 700,000 new business 
will start this year. That is a lot of 

entrepreneurs. These small and 
medium enterprises contribute about 
£1.8 trillion in GDP to the UK economy 
around half of all economic activity. 
It seems that the UK, historically 
a nation of shop keepers has 
maintained its entrepreneurial spark.

But how many founders  
will succeed?
The average early stage VC fund 
returns less than 1% stellar unicorn-
like successes. And even that is a 
stretch. Most investments barely 
return their capital. CB Insights 
estimates that 70% of early stage 
startups end up dead or just about 
self sustaining (aka zombies). Maybe 
okay for the founder but not great 
for the investor. So, that is 1 in 100 
chance of winning or 7 in 10 chance of 
loosing.

Can you learn to spot the potential 

when the professionals get it more 
wrong than right? I believe that there 
are three leading indicators that can 
suggest successful entrepreneurs.

1 Energy. It’s a scarce resource 
and needs to be used wisely but 
without it nothing will happen. 
Your energy can transform a team, 
a problem, a difficult sales pitch or 
customer. Early in your startup’s life 
it is your energy that powers the 
business. How do you manage your 
energy? You need to apply systems 
thinking to your whole being, what 
you read, how you sleep, what 
you eat, how you exercise. Raw 
determination is not enough.

2 Resilience. A lot of people are going 
to tell you that whatever you are 
doing won’t work, they wont work 
with you or for you, that it is just 
not possible. While a thick skin is 
important, resilience is more subtle. 
You believe in what you are doing 
but are smart enough to constantly 
test, learn and adapt but without 
giving up your conviction. Being 
resilient is about constantly testing 
and improving. Do not get stuck in 
a binary mental model — I’m right, 
they are wrong. You might be right, 
but how do you get everyone else 
to see that? And in cases where 
they are right and you are wrong, 
resilience is the drive to start again. 
Most successful entrepreneurs once 
started again.

3 Focus. The world is an amazing 
place, full of distraction and 
opportunity. Landing that one 
mega-deal with a corporate is 

transformative. But so is building 
a community of committed 
customers. Everyone you meet 
is a source of ideas, some from 
experienced, successful executives 
and entrepreneurs, the kind of 
person you’d love to be. Who 
do you believe? You can’t do 
everything. You must focus 
your energy and embrace your 
resilience. What will make a material 
difference to your venture? Look at 
it dispassionately. Work it out. What 
really matters?

Your idea, experience, intellect, 
the team you build and network 
you are part of, are all important 
(especially your team) but it is 
being strong in the three leading 
indicators that, I believe, separate 
successful entrepreneurs from young 
founders. All three are difficult to 
identify in a traditional interview and 
they are a challenge to teach. But 
it might be time for our interview, 
selection and educational systems 
to evolve, recognising that these 
intangible characteristics can help 
to springboard a class of young 
founders into a nation of successful 
entrepreneurs. Who knows these skills 
can only become more important in 
a world where the job you do now 
many not exist next year.

Portrait of the entrepreneur 
as a young founder.

Steven Hess
All entrepreneurs begin life as founders. Usually young, but not always. 
I’ve just had the privilege of interviewing and selecting entrepreneurs 
for the 2018 London Startup Leadership Program. Here in London, SLP 
has a network of 120 alumni, the global community extends to around 
2,700. It is certainly one of the largest if not the largest not-for-profit 
entrepreneur community in the world.
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